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PREAMBLE 
The Company and the Union encourage the highest degree 
of friendly cooperative relationships between their 
respective representatives at ail levels and with and 
between all associates. The leaders of the Company and 
the Union realize that this goal depends on more than 
words in a Labor Agreement, that it depends primarily on 
attitudes between people at all levels of responsibility. 
We believe that proper attitudes must be based on full 
understanding of and regard for the respective rights and 
responsibilities of both the Company and the Union. We 
also believe that proper attitudes are of major importance in 
the plant where day-to-day operations and administration 
of this Agreement demand fairness and understanding. 
We believe that these attitudes can be encouraged best 
when it is made clear that the Company and the Union are 
sincerely concerned with the best interests and welt being 
of the business and the associates. 
It is mutually agreed that the Company and the Union have 
a responsibility and obligation to maintain and preserve 
harmonious relations. The Parties desire to fully cooperate 
in promoting the interests of the Company, its associates, 
and the customers by providing for the operation of the 
Company's business under continuous improvement 
methods which will further to the fullest extent possible, the 
well being of the associates and the Company, the 
economy and efficiency of operations, elimination of waste. 
realization of maximum quantity and quality of output, 
avoidance of interruptions to production, cleanliness of the 
plant, and protection of property. 
The Union realizes that, in order to provide maximum 
opportunity for continuing employment, good working 
conditions, and good wages, ttie Company must be in a 
strong marketing position, which means is must produce 
efficiently and at the lowest possible costs consistent with 
fair labor standards. The Union, through its bargaining 
agency, assumes responsibility for cooperation in the 
attainme nt of these goats. 
The Union and the Company will cooperate to operate the 
business covered by this Agreement as efficiently and 
economically as possible, improve services arte1 products, 
preserve equipment, prevent accidents and strengthen 
good will between the Company and its associates, and the 
Union, as well as with its suppliers and customers The 
parties further recognize that the Company has certain 
definite and stringent obligations and responsibilities to its 
customers and suppliers and they agree that they will fully 
cooperate in the performance and discharge of these 
obligations and responsibilities. 
The commitments contained in this Preamble will be 
accomplished in accordance with the terms of this Labor 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE I 
Agreement 
Section {1} This Agreement is made and entered into this 
(February 8, 2002), by and between The 8udd Company 
SheSbyviiie, Kentucky Plant, located at 1000 Old 
Brurterstown Road, Sheibyviffe, Kentucky, 40065 
(hereinafter called the "Company") and the International 
Union. United Automobile, Aerospace, and Agricultural 
Implement Workers of America, UAW, and its Local Union 
2383. (hereinafter called the "Union"), is hereby approved, 
accepted, and signed by the duly authorized 
representatives of the Union and the duly authorized 
representatives of the Company. 
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Section (2) it is the policy of the Company and 
the Union that the provisions of the Agreement be 
applied to a« Associates covered by this Agreement 
without regard to race, cotor, religion, age, sex. national 
origin or union activity or; disability status or veteran 
status to the extent such status is defined and protected 
by applicable state or federal law. 
Section f3) Any reference to associate or 
associates in this Agreement designates both sexes. 
and whenever the masculine or feminine gender is used 
it is construed to mean both male and female. 
Section (4) The Union affirms its adherence to 
principles of a fair days work for a fair days pay and 
agrees to use its best efforts toward this end, both as to 
work and as to conduct in its performance. 
Section (5) The parties agree to direct their best 
efforts toward the full utilization of associates, which is 
inherent in the concept of a "Fair day's work for a fair 
days pay," The parties recognize that application of this 
notion requires that each associate exert normal work 
effort that is fair to both the associate and the Company. 
Furthermore, such work effort must be in accordance 
with efficient work practices, 
Efficient work practices presume each associate will 
perform those tasks he has the knowledge snti skiii to 
perform safely. Job classifications are to determine 
rates of pay. Job classifications are not intended to act 
as barriers or limit an associate's opportunity to expand 
personal knowledge and abilities. 
The parties agree that the objective of efficient work 
practices is getting the job at hand completed as quickly 
as possible. Everyone will work as a team member to 
achieve this goal. 
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The Parties agree that this Section (5) ts intended to 
describe the unique environment and limited classification 
structure at the Shelbyville Plant which maximizes the 
talents and abilities of the associates to achieve the Plant 
objectives. If either party believes the application of this 
Section (5) is having adverse consequences on 
employment opportunities, if not resolved at the local level, it 
will be referred to the International Union and the Company's 
Corporate Human Resource Office for resolution. 
ARTICLE II 
Recognition 
Section (1) The Company recognizes the Union as 
the exclusive representative of it's associates for the 
purposes of collective bargaining with respect to rates of 
pay, wages, hours of employment and other conditions of 
employment in the bargaining unit found appropriate in the 
certification of the National Labor Relations Board in Case 
No. 9-RC-17035, dated May 13.1998. 
The bargaining unit is described as follows-. 
Included; All full-time and regular part-time 
production and maintenance employees, including all 
technical and production associates and team leaders, 
employed by the Employer at its Shelbyville, Kentucky 
facility. 
Excluded: All contract associates, support 
associates, office clerical employees and all professional 
employees, guards, and supervisors as defined in the Act. 
The Company reserves the right to retain limited-term 
temporary contract associates as business needs 
require in accordance with Article XX. Such associates 
shall not be included in the bargaining unit and they 
shall not be entitled to the benefits or rights provided in 
this Agreement unless hired as a fulktirr* assoc-ate as 
provided in Article XX of this Agreement 
Section (2) It is understood and agre^a thai f-i-whru' 
party has been induced to enter into this Ag":*--!!«ni i-.-f any 
representations or promises made by lhi-i vM ••> r wHrh ;»;•, 
not expressly set forth herein, and this document coi'i'f.-U-y 
sets forth the effect of ail preliminary peyol.nrionr,. 
understandings, and agreements, and su^^-seif^s any 
previous agreement, whether written or >/e'bai. Tivr-
contract shall not be modified, altered, •.vifmc.tvf. or 
amended in any respect except by mutual a-.;ieen;s:v: sH 
forth in writing and signed by both parties. 
ARTICLE W 
Management Rights 
Sectional) The i.B'ms of this Agrop'-;-r~i <;.•:• t:_«:i'i;;,i 
the relationship between the Company, t"w w: .:u« :.TIL; I"-
tepiesemed associates. Except to the ;-•••<!..•.; t c^>!\nv•.<•.: 
abridged by a specific provisior. of iv.w- ^I'Xwrr.-'-'V. t^ v-
Company reserves and retatrt3. solesy -=uv.i •.;,»• ;us; '->•'.• . '•' 
of it's rights to manage the business, ^.c.rm.or;; i-\ '!v : 
Company will meet and confer and make \is S>* si <?!.'•;?"!«; io 
reach a consensus with the Union prior ;c :i!!ti:stin<; i-r 
changing Company policies relating to crm-;. anrt 
conditions of employment. If the parties ?.n: un i::-i*-; !J 
reach a consensus Article IX section (!•) *,vi npoy. T-v; 
Company shall mate no change in Company prficse" 
contrary to the terms of this Agreement exoepi >"'S by liuiurp; 
agreement of the parties. 
Section (2) Associates who claim a vioUtior- •.>! tho 
collective bargaining agreement in the f.'tno'.over's 'ir.i cf 
discharge, discipline, layoff, recall, jot? bt-ddin.j. the 
payment of fringe benefits or compensation as set !nrth in 
this Agreement, or a claimed violation of an assooal'-:'* 
seniority rights or any other gr ievance; a? 
5 
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defined in this Agreement, shall have the right to initiate 
grievances. which may be processed through the grievance 
procedure. The Union may initiate a grievance involving 
multiple grievants. 
ARTICLE (V 
Union Representation 
Section (1) The associates shall he represented by 
union representatives who shall be active associates of the 
Company who have attained seniority status. The Union 
shall furnish the Company a written list of Union 
representatives who have been selected by the Union in 
accordance with their rules. 
Section(2> One production steward may be 
designated on the (A and 0 shifts combined). (B), and (C) 
shifts if more than fifty associates are working on the shift. 
Two additional technical stewards may be elected one (1) 
eacn for the "Br and "C" shift if more than forty technical 
associates are'working on the shift. Any one of the 
production or technical stewards can represent production 
or technical associates. In an eight hour day the production 
stewards will be released the second and third hour for 
Uni-.jn business. In an eight hour day the technical stewards 
wiil be released the seventh and eighth nour tor Union 
business. Stewards may also be released from their regular 
job to represent associates to handle situations that may 
result a-, corrective action. The number of Union stewards 
may be changed by mutual agreement of the parties. (For 
weer;emi and holiday representation see section (3) of this 
artici'ej 
Section (3) Whenever there is overtime the 
9ssoc1ar.es working will be represented as follows: 
a) during daily overtime periods, if the Union 
steward for the shift working overtime is not 
working, associates working overtime shall be 
represented by the Union steward regularly 
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assigned to the shift preceding oi following their 
shift. 
b) during weekend and holiday overtime periods the 
Union steward will be available to handle 
violations of the agreement that occur un thai day 
but hours off the job will be limited to no more than 
(2) two hours per shift. Otherwise, 'hey will work a 
regular job in their classification and department. 
During weekend and holiday overtime periods 
when the Union steward is not wording, the Union 
may appoint one of those scheduled to work io be 
the union steward during the overtime period and 
the Union will notify a Company representative of 
the identity of the Union steward prii >r to -he start ot 
the overtime shift. 
Section (4) For purposes of negotiating a collective 
bargaining agreement and meeting with th<> CcMtpanv ;is 
provided for in the grievance procedure, tne sspoci.-ites 
shall be represented by a Bargaining Committee i omposed 
of the President, Vice Pres iden , ?nd 'wo 
Committeepersons who shall be assigned to the day shift 
for their term of office. In the absence of trie? Ur.w. 
President, the Vice President will assume the President's 
duties. In the absence of both the Union Presden: and Vice 
President the Union shall appoint and the Company wilt 
recognize and compensate in accordance w'rih thi••> artio'3 3 
replacement for the President position only Tne Union 
President may request bargaining committeepersons be 
moved to another shift, with a twenty-four hour advance 
notice to the Company. Shift premium will not bf paid tor 
any time worked off shift to any bargaining committeperson 
moved at the request of the Union President 
Section (5) Members of the Bargaining QiwmiUee 
shall be subject to all rules and requirements apn-icabte to 
associates. Addit ional ly for the p i r nc^ t : . 01 
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performing Union business the Bargaining Committee will 
not be denied access to areas where bargaining unit 
associates are working. Bargaining Committeepersons will 
be allowed to work overtime in their regular department and 
job classification in accordance with Article XXIII. Four (4) 
bargaining committeepersons will be compensated by the 
Company for a forty (40) hour workweek at their regular rate 
of pay during straight time working hours while they are in 
!he plant and have recorded their time in the same manner 
as all other represented associates. If the parties mutually 
agree to schedule a meeting on premium time the 
bargaining committee will be compensated in accordance 
with Article XXIV. 
Sect ion (6) Union stewards shall be subject to all 
rules and requirements applicable to associates. Union 
stewards shall be paid two (2) hours per day at their regular 
rate at straight time for time spent off the job, in the plant, in 
connection with their responsibilities assigned in the 
grievance procedure. Union representatives will contact 
the group leader in the area where they are conducting 
grievance procedure business and will cooperate to avoid 
interruption of operations in such area. 
Section (7) The Company will acknowledge UAW 
representatives conducting business on behalf of the Union 
in the area of benefits, chaplain, E.A.P., civil rights, or safety 
that have been granted a one day in advance Union leave of 
absence per Article XXVI Section (1) (f) at the request of the 
President of UAW Local 2383, The Union will not request 
more than (3) persons off the job for this Article IV Section (7} 
purpose on any given day without the mutual agreement of 
the parties. 
Section (8) Upon completion of a term of office in 
UAW Local 2383 an associate returning to regular work will 
return to the shift, team, area, and department they 
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worked prior to their election, providing they have the 
seniority to hold the shift, team, area and department. If the 
associate does not have the seniority to hold their former 
shift, team, area and department they will be allowed to 
choose a shift and department they have the seniority to 
hold. 
ARTICLE V 
Union Security 
Section (1) The Company agrees that associates, 
with seniority, now in the bargaining unit shall, on the thirty-
first (31st) day after the signing ol this Agreement, and 
probationary associates now in the bargaining unit and 
associates employed after the signing of this Agreement, 
shall following completion of the probationary period, 
become and remain members of the Union, provided, that 
nothing herein shall be interpreted to causo a violation of the 
Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947 oi any other 
applicable law. An associate who shall tendet the initiation 
fees (if not already a member) and the pe-iotin: dues 
uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or retaining 
membership shall be deemed to meet tho condition tif 
Union Membership imposed under this section 
Section(2) In the event Section {') cannot be 
lawfully enforced the following provisions to the extuni that 
they are lawful shall apply, each associate, with Sfmority. 
covered by this Agreement who fails to acquire or rraintaln 
membership in the Union, shall be required as a condition of 
employment on the thirty-first (31st) day after the signing of 
this Agreement and probationary associates now in the 
bargaining unit and associates employed after the j igning 
of this Agreement, shall following completion of the 
probationary period, pay each month a service charge as a 
contribution toward the administration of this Agreement 
a n d the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of s u c h a s s o c i a t e . 
<J 
The service charge for the month shall be in an amount 
equal to the Union's regular and usual initiation fee and 
monthly dues and for each month thereafter in an amount 
equal to the Union's regular and usual monthly dues. 
ARTICLE VI 
Check-off Dues 
Section (1) The Company agrees to deduct monthly, 
from the earnings of its associates who hava signed 
individual authorization cards supplied by the Union, 
uniform initiation fees, membership dues, and service 
charges, and to remit the same to the duly designated office 
of the Union within two weeks thereafter. If the Company 
does not meet the two week requirement, the Company will 
send a letter of explanation to UAW Local 2383 International 
Representative and the Corporate Labor Relations 
Manager. 
Section (2) A written authorization card shall be 
furnished by the Union to the Company, which shall be in 
compliance with the law. 
Section(3) A properly executed copy of such 
authorization for check-off of dues form for each associate 
for whom Union membership dues are to be deducted 
hereunder shall be delivered to the Company before payroll 
deductions are made. Deductions shall be made only after 
authorization for check-off of dues forms have been property 
executed and are in effect and only so long as this 
Agreement is in effect. 
Section (4) The Union shall indemnify, exonerate, 
and save harmless the Company from any claims and/or 
judgments against the Company and/or the Union based 
upon any checkoff of Union dues or initiation fees. 
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Section (5) Any associate who is transferred to a 
classification not in the bargaining unit, or any associate 
whose employment is terminated by death, quit, discharge, 
layoff, retirement, or leave of absence shall cease to be 
subject to check-off deductions beginning with the month 
following such termination or transfer. 
Section (6) The Union may advise the Company 
during the first week of each month of amounts to withhold 
from associates for Union dues in arrears. The dues 
deduction authorization shall not be effective after the 
termination of this contract, unless (he parties agree 
otherwise. 
ARTICLE VII 
Bulletin Board 
Section (1) The Company shall furnish and the 
parties shall agree upon the number and location of bulletin 
boards for use by the Union. All materials posted on such 
boards must be provided to the Human Resource 
Department. Any material in dispute must be reviewed, and 
an agreement reached to continue posting the material, by 
the UAW International Representative and the Corporate 
Labor Relations Manager. Bulletin board notices must be 
non-controversial and non derogatory toward the Company 
or it's management personnel in nature and shall be 
restricted to official Local or International Union business 
only. The Union President or his designated representative 
of the local Union will place the notices on the bulletin board. 
Section (2) There shall be no posting by associates 
of Union business matters except as provided herein. 
Section (3) The Company shall provide the UAW 
Local 2383 au Electronic Bulletin Board for the posting 
ll 
of notices under the conditions contained in Section 1 of this 
Article VII. The President of the Local Union or his 
designated representative will enter the notices on the 
Electronic Bulletin Board. 
ARTICLE Vtlt 
Separability 
Section f,1) If any provision or the enforcement or 
performance of any provision of this Agreement is or shall at 
any time be contrary to iaw, then such provision shall not be 
applicable or enforced or performed, except to the extent 
permiited by law. Within thirty days of any provision being 
declared invalid, both parties must meet and negotiate 
language to replace the language that is determined invalid. 
Section {2} If any provision of this Agreement or the 
application of such provision to any person or circumstance 
shall be held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement, or the 
application of such provision as to other persons or 
circumstances, shall not be affected thereby. 
Section (3) if at any time thereafter-such provision or 
its enforcement or performance shall no longer conflict with 
the law, then it shall be deemed immediately restored in full 
force and effect as if it had never been in conflict with the taw. 
ARTICLE tX 
Discipline and Discharge 
Section ( l ) Violation of any rule or regulation by an 
associate s hall be deemed just cause for discipline up to and 
including discharge as provided that in the exercise of this 
right, the company will not act wrongfully or unjustly or in 
violation of the terms of this Agreement. The associate will 
be n o t i f i e d tn w r i t i n g of a i l d i s c i p l i n a r y 
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action other than undocumented disciplinary discussions. 
A copy of the written disciplinary action shall be given to the 
Union steward or other Union representative in the absence 
of the steward, on the day the written disciplinary action is 
given to the associate. The company will issue corrective 
action within five business days of the violation or the 
violation is void. If the associate is absent from work during 
the five-day period, the time limit will be extended 
accordingly. Except, corrective action that may be excused 
by FMLAwil! be held pending FMLAapproval. 
Section (2) The Company shall continue to have and 
exercise the right to make and enforce plant rules and 
regulations to ensure orderly and efficient operations, to 
maintain discipline, and to provide for the safety of 
associates and equipment. Existing rules and regulations, 
which are to continue in effect at the inception of this 
Agreement, wit! be printed and distributed by the Company. 
Probationary associates wilt have access to the grievance 
procedure for violations of Article I Section <2) purposes 
only. 
Section (3) Should the Union wish to contesi a 
rule as being arbitrary, unreasonable or in conflict with 
the Agreement, the Union must, within a three 
calendar day period after being notified by the 
Company in writing to the U.A.W. Local 2383 
President or his designee of the hew or modified rule, 
protest the specific rule, indicate why the Union believes 
the rule is arbitrary, unreasonable or the specific provision 
of the Agreement the proposed rute is allegedly in 
conflict with, and request an immediate conference and 
discussion with the Company. If the parties are unable to 
agree on the rule, and the Union wishes to arbitrate the 
disagreement it must within three calendar days of the 
meeting submil its protest to the Human Resource Manager 
for expedited arbitration. The arbitrator shall have authority 
to set aside the proposed rule, but only upon grounds that it 
is arbitrary, unreasonable, or otherwise in conflict 
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witn the terms of this Agreement. In any event, the proposed 
protested rule shall not take effect on the date proposed by 
the Company unless agreed by the UAW International 
Representative. If the arbitrator does not set aside the 
proposed rule, it will become effective immediately, 
Section (4) An associate will be advised cf his right to 
request a Union representative, when the associate is to 
attend a meeting which could result in disciplinary action 
involving the associate or another associate. 
Section (5) An associate who is recommended for 
discharge shall, upon request, be granted a hearing on the 
matter within two days (Monday through Friday) of the 
discharge. If none of the bargaining committeepersons are 
available the hearing may be scheduled at a time agreeable 
:o both parties. The hearing will involve the Human 
Resource Manager, the associate, a bargaining 
^ornmitteeperson(s) and other necessary parties. 
Section (6) An associate will not be required to leave 
the plant' prior to the hearing, referred to in section (5), 
except when in the opinion of management, the associate's 
misconduct threatens the safety of the associate, other 
associates orCompany property 
Section (7) This provision shall be administered 
on separate tracks for attendance discipline and for ali 
other discipline. If an associate has not been subject to 
corrective action for a period of nine months all prior 
;or'ective action shall be ineffective to progress an 
associate in the corrective action process. However, the 
written disciplinary action will remain in the associate's 
amoloyment record for the 12 months. As a result of the 
iew negotiated Excessive Absentee Rule, excessive 
absentee corrective action that fall outside of the 2 in 30 rule 
jpon ratification of this agreement will be removed 
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from associate's personnel record. Any associate issued a 
corrective action suspension for excessive absenteeism on 
or after November 9, 2001 and before February 1, 2C02 will 
be paid for lost time. 
ARTICLE X 
Non-Bargaining Unit Associates 
The Company shall have the right to have non-bargaining 
unit associates, other Budd personnel and nor-Budd 
personnel perform bargaining unit work at Ihe Sheloyvilln 
plant in the following instances, provided the sction does 
not result in the layoff of a then active bargaining unit 
associate: 
a) For purposes of training assoj iales or 
themselves. 
b) In emergency situations. 
c) Jobs which are in an experimental, rnstallaiion or 
tryout stage. 
d) In the performance of necessary work wheii 
production difficulties are encountered on a
 }ob, 
e) inventory taking. 
f) To perform work incidental to their inanciyeriai 
responsibilities. 
g) After all qualified bargaining unit perscnne. havi-
had an opportunity to work an overtime 
assignment; a support associate may perform the 
bargaining unit overtime work. 
h) If the work to be performed is insignif can:, very 
small or trifling... de minimis. 
The purpose of this article Js to insure that work 
performed by non-bargaining unit pfcrsonrel in 
accordance with items a) through h) does no; eliminate 
the need for the services of a bargaining unit associate. 
When a customer requests the company to alio A it's 
employees or agents in the plant to perform i>arg;iiinng 
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unit work the parties will meet to develop a plan to allow 
bargaining unit associates to work extended hours. 
ARTICLE XI 
Work Stoppages 
Section (1) There shall be no resort to strikes, 
lockouts or other interruption of work during the term of this 
Agreement. Any associate that violates this Article of the 
Agreement may be subject to disciplinary action up to and 
including discharge. When an issue concerning a violation 
of this agreement arises that needs the immediate attention 
of management and it cannot be successfully resolved at the 
Third step of the grievance procedure the parties may use 
the procedure described in Article XII Section (15). 
Section (2) tn the event of an alleged violation of this 
Article, the Company will institute no action for monetary 
damages against the officers or representatives of the Union 
provided that the Union shall immediately direct such 
associates, both orally and in writing, to resume normal 
operations immediately and, further, shall immediately take 
whatever steps are necessary to bring an end to the violation 
including but not limited to, the local Union officers and 
representatives, by example, continuing to work to induce all 
other employees to do so. 
ARTICLE XII 
Grievance Procedure 
Section (1) Should a grievance, which is a question 
involving the interpretation or application of this Agreement, 
occur, both the Union and the Company shall make an 
earnest effort to ascertain the facts and seek a fair and 
equitable resolution. The procedures set forth in this Article 
shall be the exclusive means for the disposition of ail 
grievances arising under this agreement. 
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Section (2) An associate's grievance involving the 
interpretation or application of this agreement shall be 
resolved in the following manner; 
a) Step 1 - The associate shall initiate a conference 
with his group leader within three workdays after 
the alleged event. The Union steward may or may 
not be present, at the discretion of the associate. In 
the absence of the steward a member of the 
bargaining committee may be present. The 
group leader wilt investigate and respond within 
three workdays. If the group leader's reply does 
not satisfactorily answer the associate's problem. 
the associate may request his Union steward to 
proceed to step 2. 
b) Step 2 - If the grievance is not resolved at step 1 
the associate's Union steward or up to two 
bargaining committeepersons in the steward's 
absence shall within three work days of the group 
leader's response, discuss the grievance with the 
department manager or his designee. Either 
party may request that one member of the 
Bargaining Committee participate in the 
discussion at this step. The department manager 
will investigate and respond within three 
workdays. If the grievance is not resolved the 
Union steward shall within one day present a 
written grievance to the department manager. 
The written grievance must contain the following 
information: 
• Nature of the grievance Union Position 
• Act oracts complained of 
• When the acts occurred or became known 
• Identity of the grievant(s) 
• Provisions of the Agreement claimed to be 
violated 
• Where did the acts occur, i.e.: department, shift. 
line and etc. 
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• Remedy sought 
The department manager will answer the grievance the next 
day. The Union steward will give the grievance to the Union 
President or his designee who may pursue the grievance at 
step 3. 
c) Step 3 - The Union President, bargaining committee 
and if necessary the steward shall present and 
discuss the grievance with the Human Resource 
Manager within three workdays of the written step 
2 response. The Human Resource Manager shall 
place his written answer on the grievance within 
three workdays of the step 3 discussion. 
d) Step 4 - Within three work days ot the step 3 
answer, or a mutually agreed upon date not to 
exceed 5 calendar days, a meeting wilt be 
scheduled between the bargaining committee and 
a Company grievance committee consisting of not 
(ess than three members ot Management 
appointed by the Plant Manager. An Internationa! 
Representative of the Union may participate in the 
meeting at this step. The parties will attempt So 
resolve arjy grievance referred to step 4. The 
Com pany will provide a ve rbal answer to the Union 
at this meeting unless further investigation is 
necessary and a written answer to the Union 
within five workdays following th e completion of the 
step 4 meeting, 
Section (3) Grievances involving discrimination, 
policy interpretation or a discharge or disciplinary 
suspension shall be processed beginning at Step 3 of the 
procedure. 
Section (4) Company grievances involving the 
interpretation or application of this Agreement shall be 
I 
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processed beginning at Step Z of the procedure, with the 
Company's presentation of its grievance to the local Union 
bargaining committee. Within ten workdays after receipt of 
the Union's answer, Ihe Company may submit the 
grievance to the UAW International Representative. The 
UAW International Representative and the Company's 
Plant Manager, or their representatives, shall promptly 
schedule a Step 4 meeting, to be held no later than ten work 
days following receipt of the Company's grievance, to 
attempt to resolve the matter. Within ten workdays after the 
meeting, the Union shall submit its written answer to the 
grievance. 
Section (5) A demand for arbitration of any 
grievance made subject to arbitration by this Agreement 
shall be made within ten workdays of the Step 4 answer. 
Failure to demand arbitration within ten workdays shall be 
deemed a waiver of the right to arbitrate. After receiving a 
demand to arbitrate, the parties' representatives shall 
confer within ten workdays, and shall attempt to agree 
upon an arbitrator. If they are unabie to agree, they shall 
jointly request the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service to submit to them a panel of seven arbitrators who 
are also members of the panel of the American Arbitration 
Association. Theparties shall alternately strike names from 
the panel until one name remains. Either party shall have 
the right to reject the first or second panel and to request a 
third panel, provided such rejection is made withirr six work 
days of receipt of the panel. If a third panel is requested the 
parties must select an arbitrator from that pane). Once 
selected, the arbitrator shall hold a hearing in Shelbyvilte, 
Kentucky. 
Section (6) The parties agree that any rights 
reserved in the Management Rights Clause (Article III) or 
elsewhere in the Agreement as exclusive company 
prerogatives, unless specifically abridged, delegated, 
granted or modified by this Agreement, are not subject to 
and are expressly excluded from the arbitration 
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process, in those cases submitted to an arbitrator, the 
arbitrator shall no! have jurisdiction or authority to add to, 
take *ram, nullify or modify any of the terms of this 
Agreement. The arbitrator shall be bound by the facts and 
evidence submitted to him and may not go beyond the term 
of this Agreement in rendering his decision. The decision of 
the arbitrator shall be in writing and shall be final and binding 
upon the parties. The arbitrator shall not have the authority 
to grant a time limit extension to submit briefs without mutual 
consent of trie parties. 
Section (7) An arbitrator may rule on more than one 
grievance at any one arbitration when multiple grievances 
arose .:rom similar instances. An arbitrator may hear more 
than one grievance at any one arbitration upon mutual 
agreement of both parties 
Sect ion (8) The expenses of the arbitrator and 
meeting room shall be borne equally by the parties Each 
pany shall make arrangements for and pay the expenses of 
witnesses, which are called by them. The Company shall 
not be liable for lost time incurred by the grievant or other 
associate^). except those witnesses called by the 
Company, due to his or her appearance, preparation for, or 
participation in an arbitration hearing. Members of the 
b&ruaining committee will be compensated for regular 
straight time hours while attending an arbitration hearing. If 
either party utilizes a transcript of the arbitration proceeding 
to prepare post-hearing briefs, it shall make the transcript 
ava^able to the other party. 
Sect ion (9) When calculating time limits, 
workdays shall not include Saturdays, Sundays, or 
holidays. If no reply to a grievance is received from the 
responding party within the specified time limits, the 
grievance shall be deemed to be denied and the 
initiating party may invoke the next step of the 
procedure. The time limit for such next step shall start 
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immediately upon the expiration of time for the prior step 
answer. Any grievance not advanced by the initiating party 
to step 2 3 or 4 within the time limits coHa ine i >r, this 
procedure may, at the option of the initiating party, be 
automatically advanced to the next step, providing the 
initiating party brings it to the attention of the other party 
within ten days of the date it should have been advanced 
Any grievance not carried to arbitration or the ten-day 
extension provided above shall be considerea settled -ind 
closed upon the basis of the last disposition. Any time limit 
in this Article may be extended by written mutual ;.m: eement 
of the parties. 
Section(10) Should it be determined Mat an 
associate was disciplined or discharged without |ust cause 
as provided in Article IX, Section 1, "Discipline ;mfl 
Discharge," he shall be restored to his tormei status 
(including classification, department and shift oroviced they 
have the appropriate seniority), provided, however, ;,ny 
interim compensation or remuneration from any source 
shall be credited to reduce any back pay award. 
Section (11) Either party shall have final autt onty lo 
dispose of any grievance initiated by it. at any step of -he 
grievance procedure, in any manner deemed by it to be -he 
most prudent, including refusal to process the grievacce 
further, and the responding party may conclusively roly 
upon such disposition, 
Section (12) (Grievance Liability) - Any claims 
including claims for back wages by an associate or by tne 
Union, shall not be valid tor any time period earlier ttian 
three days before the date the grievance was fust dis^uss^d 
in Step 1. However, if the violation is contirumo :-nd t:ie 
circumstances of the case made it impossible :or the 
associate or the Union to know there were grounds for su :h 
a claim prior to the date of the Step 1 discussion, the c l a n 
shall be valid for a time period of fifteen working dav? jr ior to 
the date of the Step 1 discussion. 
Section (1 Hi (Grievance Time Limit) - AYW grievance 
or problem no) troughs ;o the attention ol Management 
wi-hin thrf;1:- work days o ' its occurrence shall be considered 
resolved, the matter closed and it shall not oe a proper 
subject for 'he grievance procedure If the circumstances of 
the silLatiri!1 made it impossible tor the associate or the 
L'r-ion, '.o Know the problem or grievance occurred, the three 
•jay time ltm.it :r> this Section (13) shal1 begin or the day the 
problem became known or should have become known to 
the associate or rue Union 
S e c t i o f i j l J ; in -h i . se i n s t a n c e s w h e r e the 
'ni-rrnaiioii'!1 Union. 'JAW by either its Executive Board. 
Public Kewew Board, or Constitutional Convention Appeals 
Ocmmiitee has found that a grievance disposition was 
improperly effected by the Union or a Union representative. 
the International Union may inform the Company in writing 
;h?t such grievance is reinstated in the grievance procedure. 
fh? Company will nof be liable for any claims Co.- damages. 
iiiauriinn. back pay claims, arising out of the grievance that 
Either are aireaay barred under the provisions of the 
Au/eemeni. at the time of reinstatement of the unevance or 
:h?t relate :o the period between the time or the original 
\ m p o s l ion and the t ime o* the re insta tement . 
Wcnstatement o! any grievance shall be conditioned upon 
priii! agreement ot the Union and the associate or 
associates involved that none of them will thereafter pursue 
such chums for damages against the Company in the 
.irievanee procedure, or in any court or before any federal. 
state or municipal agency. 
A cecision of an arbitrator on any grievance shall continue to 
oe final and binding on the Union and its members, the 
isf.ocin'e or associates involved and the Company and 
nich grievance shall not be- subject to reinstatement. 
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This provision is not to be construed as tiir-dry-inc •! any 
way either the rights or obligations ot ttie ^a< v s uc u-r m.-^  
terms of this Agreement, except as s i i e c u aiiy '•-mtcj 
herein, and does not affect sections ihe'e-n' 'n ; i i e v e n 
financial liability or limit the payment or ret--c,>.- i iv iy . r siv/ 
claim, including claims for back wages. 
The provisions of ihis section of the Agreement zr-A !n.. 
parties obligations to reinstate grievances HS pu'virie.j 
herein can be terminated by either party upon thirty day-; 
notice in writing to the other. 
Section (15) When an issue arises thai neei - . th-.-
immediate attention of management and r, can \..A t>^ 
successfully resolved at the Third step o> iht cir-evano; 
procedure concerning a violation of thu-, o u r t i i i H i i ; \\\-,; 
following steps will be followed. 
Step 1) A meeting wiii be held within (.';': .v-i.VJ;^ -, i.i . 
mutually agreed date with the UAW m^e'e i : 'on,-
Representative. the UAW Local :!;-M ' . :ar-. t.;'-.-v: 
Committee, the Planl Manager and tht: - - i ; ns H-.iin.-m 
Resource Manager to resolve the issue 
Step 2) tf the issue is no! resolved at :.tep i i ; n^rvt: .: 
meeting will be he'd within (3) workdays in a r-. :• i;iii-
agreed upon date with the UAW int^rn.-Mi!>-•,,<) 
Representative, the UAW Local 2?-(',:t Haio urniM 
Committee, the Corporate Labor Relations ivlanag *: lh>-
Plant Manager and the Plant Human Resource t / lax.^er i i . 
resolve the issue. 
Step 3) If the issue is not resolved al this step <:•) tN . w w 
will be referred to expedited arbitration. 
WMW: 
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ARTICLE XII) 
Seniority List 
The Company agrees to post and furnish the Union with a 
seniority list for all associates covered by this Agreement 
during the first week of each month. The initial seniority list 
will be posted and provided to the Union within thirty (30) 
calendar days of ratification of this agreement. Once 
advised the Company will resolve any discrepancies within 
three workdays. Such list shall contain the name, badge 
number. seniority date and current job classification, 
department and shift of each associate in the bargaining 
unit. It is expressly understood that the use of such list shall 
be restricted to appropriate Union representation purposes 
and the information thereon shall not be disclosed to any 
third parties. 
ARTICLE XIV 
Seniority 
Section (1) Preferential Seniority 
a) cor iayoff and recall purposes, an associate 
serving as the President or on the Bargaining 
Committee authorized under Article IV, Section (4), 
shaif head the seniority list. The President shall be 
deemed to have greater seniority than members of 
the bargaining committee. 
b) For layoff and recall purposes, an associate 
serving as a Union steward authorized under 
Article IV. Section (2). shall head the seniority list in 
the area the associate represents. 
c) If; order to exercise preferential seniority under this 
Section {1) (b) the steward must be capable of 
performing the work scheduled during the layoff 
period 
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Section (2) For purposes of this .Article and 
references in this Agreement, 
Seniority shall be categorized as Plant Seniority or 
Department Seniority. 
a) ' Plant seniority shall be defined as an associate s 
length of continuous service with the The Budd 
Company - Shetbyvilte Plant as measurec rrom 
trie first day actuafly worked for the The Budd 
Company - Shelbyville Plant on or after the 
associate's most recent date of hire or rehire as a i 
associate. 
b) Department seniority shall be defined as ait 
associate's length of continuous service in the 
Maintenance or Tooling department from the firs: 
day actually worked in the department 
Department seniority for associates in the Pess 
• Assembly and Materials departments sha;l be 
their plant seniority date. 
c) Newly hired associates shall be assiared a 
classification. 
The classifications are. 
• Production Associate 
• Technical Associate 
• Apprentice 
d) Newly hired associates shall be assigned to a 
department. 
The departments with their areas are: 
• Assembly - Lines, SAP and 
Service 
• Maintenance - Assembly, Facilities 
and Press Shop 
• Materials - Crib, P.O. p3rts, Rail 
dock. Truck dock. Battery room, 
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Housekeeping, Dock coordinator, 
Press support/yard. Container 
maintenance 
Press - Press lines, Metal finish, 
Decoiler & Die movement 
Quality - Statistical process 
control, and Weld reliability 
Tooling - Jig & fixture, and Press 
shop 
Management will assign associates to jobs 
within areas in the Assembly, Press, Quality, 
Maintenance, Materials and Tooling 
departments. 
e) Apprentices shall be a separate seniority group 
within the Maintenance or Tooling 
departments. Apprentices shall acquire 
Maintenance or Tooling department seniority 
from their date of entry into the apprentice 
program upon completion of the program, If 
more than one associate has the same entry 
date the associate with the greatest plant 
seniority will be the most senior associate. 
Apprentices maintain seniority in their former 
department until they complete the program. 
f) If more than one technical associate has the 
same department seniority date the associate 
with the greatest plant seniority will be the most 
senior associate. 
Section (3) When more than one associate has 
the same plant seniority date, the associate with the 
lowest last digit of his Social Security number will be the 
most senior associate. If a tiebreaker is required, the 
next digit to the left will be evaluated until the lowest 
digit is determined and the tie is broken. 
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Section (4) Seniority will be broken and los-. and 
employment shall cease for any of the folinwing 
reasons: 
a) Discharge or termination, not reversed i i the 
grievance proced ure; 
b) Quit; 
c) Absence from work for three consecutive working 
days without notice to the Company 'the !hree 
working day period ends with the end ct the 
associate's shift on the third working day), unites ii 
can be proven that it was impossiole to notiry the 
Company; 
d) Failure to report to work within three woiking aays 
after the Company notifies the associate of recall, 
unless it can be proven that it waL; impussibfe for 
the associate to report for work due to a reason 
which is satisfactory to the Company and, the 
associate notified the Company of his i labi-ity to 
report prior to the expiration of the tnree oay period 
unless it can be proven it was impossible tor tho 
associate to provide such notice; 
e) Giving a false reason for any leave request; 
f) Failure to report to work upon expiration jf a have 
of absence unless, it can be proven that it was 
impossible for the associate to report tor wort due 
to a reason which is satisfactory to the Comoany 
and the associate notified the Company of his 
inability to report within three days after the 
expiration unless, it can be prover it was 
impossible for the associate to provde ;uch 
notice; 
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g) Act ejjlitigi other employment white on a Iftave of 
absence or while receiving disability pay. without 
the written conseni of the Company. 
h) Failure m perform servir.es for the Company flu?; to 
medica' If^ave for a period equal ID the associate's 
semofitv on the last day worked or sixfy calendar 
months. whichever occurs first provided, however, 
a minimum seniority retention period of twelve 
months shall he available to all associates with 
senionw as of the star! til the medics) leave. 
• \ Failure lo perform sftrvices for the Company due to 
layoff e<iuai to tfi*> associate's seniority on the last 
day worked. 
Section (5) Any associate who established seniority in the 
baig.unmg unit and, following the effective date of this 
Aiiie-jmen!, >s transferred to a Management or support 
;)S5r>:<aie position, shall retain his seniority accumulated 'o 
the date of transfer Within the first six months of a 
promotion to management or a support associate position 
the C enpany or the management or support associate may 
e ied to return lo the bargaining unit. In event of a return lo 
Ihe I'.-injainino, unit the individual shall be placed on a 
biitc);umng unit |ob. m accordance with their seniority If the 
af'ecu'Kj individual does not have sufficient seniority to return 
to a bargaining unit job, he will be placed on layoff status and 
will tit3 suti/ect !o recall as specified in the layoff and recalf 
provisions of Article XVI. An associate shall not be 
permitted to return to tbe bargaining unit more than anr.e. 
ARTtCLE XV 
Probationary Associates 
Sect ion j1) AH newly hired associates shall be 
voitst leii-.nl to be on probation and not entitled to any 
seniority rights until they have been on the active payroll 
of tne Company tor three calendar months Being ott 
the "active payroll" means the associate is not iaid orf 
and that no more than two-calendar weeKs pr^.s wthout 
his actively performing work for the Company :i th>> 
associate is absent for two weeks or more the 
probationary period will be extended far »he same kmgtn 
of }'?m&. Ihe Company retains tne nqh! to assij jn sneifor 
reassign associates di.iring their probationary permci 
and/or terminate them at the sole discretion of th<i 
Company. Probationary associates shall not have 
recourse to the grievance procedure for nny 'Cnson 
except for violations of Article I section (2) purposes 
only. The Company shall no! be required to r«-employ ;» 
laid off probationary associate-
Section (2) A probationary associate continued m 
the service of Ihe Company after completion o' tht; 
probationary period shall become a regular associate. 
and bis seniority shall date from the day three ca lenoV 
months prior to the date he completed the probationary 
period. 
ARTtCLE XVI 
Layoff and Recall 
The following types of situations ar« provided for «v this 
language: Indefinite Layoff, Department Manpower 
Reduction, Temporary Layoff. Voluntary Layoff. One-
Day Layoff, and Recall, 
Section (1) Indefinite Layoff, 
a} in the event of a reduction in l o ru : . tb.t 
following wrll apply within the maintenance anr 
tooling departments: 
Step 1 - Contact associates will be \;vd off in 
the affected department; 
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Step 2- Production Associates working as 
helpers within the department wilt be 
removed and will exercise their plant 
seniority in the production associate 
classification. 
Step 3 - Newly-hired associates in the department 
who have not completed their new hire 
probationary period will be laid off; 
Step4- Volunteers will be solicited from the 
affected department. 
Step 5 -Technical Associates and apprentices with 
the least department seniority in the 
affected department will be laid off. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 
XIV, Section (2) e), for purposes of this 
Section (1) a) apprentices shall be 
credited with department seniority as of 
their individual date of entry into the 
apprentice program. 
Step 6- Displaced associates will exercise 
seniority to move to an open job vacancy 
or replace the junior associate in the 
department. 
b) A technical associate or an apprentice who is being 
laid off may use their plant seniority to displace the 
associate in the production associate classification 
with the least plant seniority, provided the technical 
associate has greater seniority. 
c) In the event of a reduction in force in the production 
associate classification the following will apply: 
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Step 1 -Contract associates and in-week Part 
time associates will be laid off in the 
classification; 
Step 2 - Newly-hired production associates 
who have not completed their new 
hire probationary period will be laid 
off; 
Step 3 • Volunteers will be solicited from the 
affected classification in accordance 
with section (5) of this article. 
Step 4- Affected associates in the department 
that have been reduced will be moved 
to replace the junior associates in that 
department on that shift. 
Step 5- The junior associate in the affected 
department will displace the junior 
associate on the shift in the 
production classification. If the junior 
associate does not have the seniority 
to remain on the shift they will then 
replace the junior associate in their 
department across shifts. If the junior 
associate does not have the seniority 
to remain in their department they will 
then displace the junior associate in 
the production classification. 
Step 6- Production associates with the least 
plant seniority will then be laid off. 
Section (2) Department Manpower Reductions 
When it is necessary to reduce the number of 
production associates within a department the 
rules contained in this section (2) shall apply 
within the department. 
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Step 1 - Contract associates and in-week Part 
time associates will be reduced in the 
classification; 
Step 2- Newly-hired production associates who 
have not completed their new hire 
probationary period will be reduced; 
Step 3- Affected associates in the department 
that have been reduced will be moved to 
replace the junior associates in that 
department on that shift. 
Step4- The junior associate in the affected 
department will displace the junior 
associate on the shift in the production 
classification If the junior associate does 
not have the seniority to remain on the 
shift they will then replace the junior 
associate in their department across 
shifts. If the junior associate does not 
have the seniority to remain in their 
department they will then displace the 
junior associate in the production 
classification. The junior associate in the 
plant will then fill the vacancy. 
Section (3) Temporary Layoff. 
A temporary layoff is defined as a reduction in force 
not exceeding ten regular working days and for any one 
job may not exceed two layoffs in a twelve-month period 
unless the parties mutually agree to extend the number 
oflayoffs in a twelve (12) month period or the duration of 
a temporary layoff. Temporary layoffs may be made 
w i thou t regard to the prov is ions of th is 
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Article XVI, section (1). Temporary layoffs will be 
used to accommodate events and conditions 
beyond the control of the Company such as, 
equipment and tool breakdowns and customer 
requirements. The provisions of Section (5) 
Voluntary Layoff shall be available to associates 
on the same shift and in the same department 
affected by the temporary layoff. 
Stepl- Contract associates and in-week Part 
time associates on the shift are to be laid 
off. 
Step2- Solicit volunteers from affected 
department and shift. 
Step 3 Absent volunteers, junior associates on 
the shift in the affected department will be 
laid off. 
(4) One-Day Layoff 
If a job or jobs cease operation s afte r the 
start of a shift, the affected associates will 
be reassigned to open jobs in seniority 
order without soliciting other volunteers. 
If there is no other work available, the 
Company will solicit senior volunteers in 
the affected area to go home prior to 
sending home the junior affected 
associates in the area. 
Stepl- Affected associates from the line going 
down are reassigned to open jobs within 
department in seniority order. 
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Step2- If no vacancies exist wi th in the 
department then affecied associates are-
reassigned to open jabs outside the 
department in seniority order 
Step 3 If no vacancies exist outside the 
department contract associates in the 
department are sent home. 
Step 4 Senior volunteers in the affected area will 
be allowed to voluntarily leave before 
requiring junior associates to be sent 
home. 
Sect ion (5) Voluntary Layoff. 
a) In the event of an indefinite reduction in force, the 
Company will provide senior associates in the 
affected classification the opportunity to request a 
voluntary layoff. In Maintenance and Tooling 
volunteers will be solicited from within the affected 
department. 
b) Any associate who requests a voluntary layoff shall 
De considered to have agreed to be laid off out of 
seniority order and to have relieved the Company 
of any obligation to comply with the normal layoff 
and recall provisions of this Article. 
c) An associate on voluntary layoff may request to 
exercise seniority to return to active employment at 
the end of each four-week layoff period. The first 
four-week period will begin the week following the 
week m which the associate last worked. A 
request to return to active employment form must 
be given to the Human Resource department by 
the associate before the end of the third week in the 
four-week period. The junior associate that would 
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have been laid-off except for the associate 
volunteering for a layoff wi'l be placed on the 
volunteer ing associate 's jot> unt;\ a shift 
preference is used to replace him or th^ associate 
returns at which time that d^spla^ed junior 
associate will replace the jur ior proauctson 
associate in the plant or fill a /aca'icy. if (he 
returning associate's position has oeen shift 
preferenced the returning associate wilt be subject 
to Section {1) (c) steps (4) and IS) 
d) In the event the Company require:- additional 
associates within a classification, associates on 
voluntary layoff shall be recalled 
e) Associates will be recalled from vc luntai y layoff in 
reverse order of seniority. (Most j.inio1 rfssociate 
first) 
Section (6) Recall. 
m 
m 
m 
Associates will be recalled from lEyofl (excluding 
voluntary layoff) by order of department seniority 
in the maintenance and tooling departments and 
plant seniority in the production associate 
classification. The associate with the highest 
seniority being the first recalled. 
ARTICLE XVII 
Job Bidding 
Section(1) Management will post openings tor 
areas in the Press, Assembly, Quality, Maintenance. 
Tooling and Materials department, which cannot be filled 
through the recall provisions. The bid notice shall be posted 
on a plant-wide basis for five workdays. Opening:; for 
maintenance or tooling helpers, positions sh.-j-l also be 
posted under the provisions of this section 
^ 
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'.&•'. ;cb bid will designate the department, shift and for jobs 
»n 'he Assembly. Materials, Maintenance, Quality Tooling 
an: i P ess departments the area of the job. Associates may 
.submit a bid for the opening in the Human Resources 
Department. The department opening will be awarded to 
the associate with the greatest plant seniority for production, 
and departmental seniority for technical associates that bid 
on 'he job and the associate's seniority date will be noted on 
the bid award The areas, which currently exis! in the 
As&embty department are Lines, Service and SAP The 
Lice;as. which currently exist in the Press department, are 
press imes, metal finish, decoiter and die movement. The 
are.-.ts which currently exist in the Materials department are 
F'.O oarts, container maintenance, battery room. 
housekeeping, truck dock, rail dock, crib, dock coordinator 
tint! press support/yard. The areas which currently exist in 
the Quality department are statistical process control, and 
w«i.-i reliability The areas which currently exist in the Tooling 
otp.-irtment are jig & fixture and press shop. The areas which 
currently exist in the Maintenance department are assembly, 
press strop and facilities. New or changed areas may be 
cr^atec in the future after discussion with the Union to 
provide an opportunity for input and an exptoraiion of 
aitemaiives, 
Associates successfully bidding on a Maintenance job win 
hold the new position a minimum of one year, before the 
Company may reassign the associate for training purposes. 
Tne Taming period will not exceed six (6) months. After the 
training period the associate will be returned to his bid job. 
Maintenance bid job openings shall not require the 
movement of more than two associates in total to 
accomplish the bid process, (f more maintenance moves are 
required the parties must agree on a schedule to accomplish 
thesf-: moves that prepares the associates for the new job 
bid 'r more than two associates move into a single area and 
the forties do not agree on a training schedule this third or 
rr,o,-<: move will not be granted. 
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When there are jor; openings on any Asst-::ibi'-, <:;s.m •• 
shall be posted for &<j. Ail production asscx^re:. ruiv 
bid on those (ob openings and the most senior s--.:i <a:^ 
will be awarded the job. If Hie job tid is no. i,iie-.i -y ?,'-
bid procedure the most junior associate ;ror.-, in;. 
absentee team on the shift will be assigned ic •;•-
 ; ->;? 
Section (2) An associate Wno Wishes- <•< ij--v 
considareo' for an opening G;K ••>., ,-,r. i r v ; ; ^ . ^ ..-, rfi,:. 
technical associate oiossification rv;<y fife £• 'vO'..<<-:si k-v 
consideration with the Human '^ersourco r^i.-.^-tnon 
When art openn-.g znses the requests wili o>.* .-.;-/: y-vv.-i 
and the job -awa'dod to tiie senior associate v-v .-i^et-; 
the requirements for-the job. If no assotitHo .<•*..-;(-; •&••• 
requirements fo; ii'.e \(-i, ths Company mr-v -.;< > ;-.v 
applicant who meets ine reqo'rprny.if'. fan •„>; •>.!,: -.'--
Company, to fili Me job. 
Section iZ) Nianuysoe.-ii.
 :-jf.\ t>^t 3 ;«,;•;..: .,./ £.,. 
to fill 8(1 opening cryatsrj i>, -jr. a^oc^u? :; ^.vi. :- :r o 
more tfiar. sixty r;iji^:idai ori/s "h i - WIOK: : •. ;•..•/••: 
remain witeciive unit! i'ie assc:..-:-!^ rf;t;:,-.:" \o -t-:,-k •.•• 
after tho fittv seco:io wc-m. •:•' dio."r.!i:;iv wr.\c'n-'j ••'"• ofcfji-:-
first. Aociittortcjiiy. assi>cau;s rr>a\ ;'<>; « terni'icr,-;:-. ; •.': ;ol 
created by ::>e company for a oenotj .-sol to -•:.•.••••?.& tiv.--. 
(5) months. The assoc/a;* tiHinn the temporary •• i.-.--.y,r.c 
will not establish seniority ngnt wirhin me Jear '-i"r>:-.<\ 
the abseni associate returns, the ^ i o u a t e f':bn:\ :,-.• !<:.,'-. 
on a temporary basis will he aiio^ed TO fill iin\, ,;p^ lf:;; 
they have the skill and ability to perform ;.••- :r.^. •-.••?..• 
replace the junior associate on the shi*r !'-.•.•, •.:-.• 
currently working. When an assrv^ie i-etirr.-.;; ;;-'v •.!:,.• 
fifty -second week of ^saotlity :f>ey snail -^;; :;. ;" •;-.• 
junior associate in tneir department ii •-.••• i ,-.:.•;;;• 
does no; t>ave the ;?omcnty to 'e-^aii1 .r> n!>; '•:.: ., '•:;:;;•-. 
he will replace the junior asitje^to on ti;e ^"u : :? u* 
associate does not have the senioiiiy ;,-•• 'IHV.M -r, :t-,t. 
shift they will 'epl?ce the junki-- s;-;;;-:--:^^
 ; i - r;K : ;.j;,-
£3^2 •!SSaiSS!SSs«. 
Section (4) Openings will be awarded not later than 
two working days following the end of the five-day posting 
period, The associate will be placed on the job within ten 
(10) working days after the award however, the parties 
understand training and placement considerations 
necessary to continued efficient operation may cause delay. 
The Union may discuss a delayed placement with the 
Company. 
Section (5) A production or tooling associate 
awarded a bid under this Article may not bid for another 
opening for seventeen weeks from the date the bid is 
awarded. This provision shall not act to restrict an associate 
from bidding for an apprentice opening or an opening posted 
under Section 2 or 3 of this Article XVII. An associate 
awarded a permanent or temporary job bid under this article 
may not bid on a temporary job posting until after seventeen 
weeks. However, an associate on a temporary job bid may 
bid on a permanent job bid opening. A maintenance 
associate may bid on a new job in his area only after 
seventeen weeks, 
Section (6) Any decision by the C om pany under this 
Article which becomes the subject of a grievance may be 
submitted to arbitration, provided, however, that the 
arbitrator shall have authority to set aside the Company's 
decision only upon grounds that it is arbitrary, discriminatory, 
or not based on job-related factors. 
Section (7) An opening, which is not filled under the 
procedures of this Article, may be filled by the Companyfrom 
the associate force, other Budd employees or new hires. 
Contract associates or PTA's may be used to fill openings on 
a temporary basis. 
Section (8) If at any time, in the opinion of the 
Company, after counseling the associate, with the 
steward, and a seven day opportunity to improve an 
associate fails to perform adequately, he will be 
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removed from the job and placed in tine with his seniority. In 
this event the seventeen-week limitation of Section (5) will 
not apply to the associate. The Company's decision shall 
be subject to challenge through the grievance procedure if 
the associate believes the job performance was adequate. 
ARTICLE XVH1 
Temporary Job Assignments 
Section (1) The Company may temporarily assign 
associates from one department or area, as defined in 
Section 1 a) of Article XVI or Section 1 of Article XVII, to 
another department or area when work is not available, 
machines are down, to meet an emergency, to expedite 
work in the department, or other reasons necessary to the 
efficient operation of the plant. The Company will solicit 
qualified volunteers before assigning the least senior 
available qualified associates to the temporary assignment. 
Section (2) Non-bargaining unit associates and part-
time associates will be reassigned prior to any full time 
bargaining unit associate being re-assigned from the 
department or area. 
Section (3) The Company may temporarily assign 
associates for five (5} days or less from one department or 
area, as defined in Section 1 a) of Article XVI or Section 1 of 
Article XVII, to another department or area to cover for 
excessive absenteeism. The Company will solicit qualified 
volunteers before assigning the least senior available 
qualified associates from the department or area to the 
temporary assignment. 
ARTICLE XIX 
Shift Preference 
Section(1) An associate can exercise shift 
preference in the technical associate classification and 
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in the production associate classification. An associate 
must submit a shift preference request prior to December 15 
or June 1. Placement on the preferred shift will be made by 
Department Seniority in the technical associate 
classification and on the basis of Plant Seniority in the 
production associate classification. Placements will occur 
not later than the first regular workday following the 
Christmas Period and the vacation shutdown in each year. 
Section (2) The following rules will govern placement 
underthis Article XIX: 
a) An associate exercising shift preference will 
displace the least senior associate in his 
department on the requested shift and, in the case 
of a production associate if there is not a junior 
associate in the department on the requested shift, 
then the least senior in the classification plantwide 
on the requested shift. 
b) A production associate must indicate on the shift 
preference request if placement in other 
departments is acceptable. 
Section (3) Notwithstanding the language of this 
Article, Management and the Union agree that at all times 
there must be an adequate number of fully trained and 
skilled associates in order to obtain a uniform degree of 
quality and productivity, and to maintain the equipment and 
plant operations on each shift. The exercise of shift 
preference may not be delayed more than ten (10) working 
days to accommodate these requirements. If the Union 
feels the shift preference is unreasonably delayed the 
parties will meet to resolve the issue. 
Section (4) A team leader may not exercise shift 
preference to displace a team leader on another shift. 
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Section (5) A production associate may also request 
a department preference but only during the June shift 
preference period. Such request will be granted based on 
plantwide seniority. 
Section (6) Maintenance and Tooling associates 
may also request an area preference in their department but 
only during the June preference period and no more than 
two (2) associate's request per shift per department will be 
granted. Such request will be granted based on department 
seniority. The associates so moved will remain in the new 
area for a minimum period of one year at which time the 
Company may reassign the associate for training purposes. 
This training period will not exceed six (6) calendar months. 
After the training period the associate will be returned to his 
home area. On Saturday, Sunday or Holidays the current 
practice of assigning associates to the areas they are 
needed will continue. 
& & - - : 
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ARTICLE XX 
Contract Associates and Part -Time Associates 
Section (1) Acontract associate is hereby defined as 
an individual who is employed through a contract 
employment company for the purpose of working a limited 
period of time. It is understood that contract associates are 
engaged for a limited period, with the understanding that 
such employment is to terminate at the end of the period. 
Length of such employment will be at the sole discretion of 
the Company without recourse to the grievance procedure. 
Contract associates who express a desire, in writing, for 
employment as a Part-time Associate (PTA) shall be given 
preference over new applicants. A contract associate will 
not work at The Budd-Shelbyvitle plant for a period in 
excess of 60 calendar days. 
Section (2) Part-time associates are employed by 
the Company to work for the purpose of covering in 
vr. 
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week vacancies, absenteeism, associates on light duty, and 
associates on leaves of absence. In addition available Part-
time associates can be used for a maximum of sixty (60) 
days for out of line cycle conditions, breakdowns, tag relief 
build-aneads. etc before contract associates wi/l be used. A 
Part-time associate may not work more than forty (40) hours 
in any one work week. Additionally, Part-time associates 
may be used to work weekend vacancies created by full time 
associates. Part-time associates will only be scheduled to 
work after all active associates have been given the 
opportunity to work the Saturday, Sunday or Holiday A part 
time associate who has concern regarding their availability 
and the scheduling of hours they are asked to work may 
have it reviewed by Human Resources and the Bargaining 
Committee. Part-time associates will not be allowed to work 
more than eight hours per day unless active associates have 
been given the opportunity to work the additional nine or 
more hours of that shift. 
A laid off full time associate may work as a Part-time 
associate provided the request is received by the Human 
Resource department by Wednesday of the week the 
Saturday, Sunday or Holiday work is performed. A laid off full 
time associate that has notified the company they are 
available for work will be offered overtime before a part time 
associate. The full time associate will receive their regular 
rate of pay for hours worked with the appropriate shift 
premium and overtime pay as provided for in Article XXIV. 
Part-time associates that work Saturday. Sunday or 
Holidays shall be paid at a rate equal to the start rate of the 
production associate classification as contained in Article 
XXXil, Section (1). Part-time associates that work during the 
regular workweek (Monday Friday) shall be paid Ten 
($ 10.00) dollars per hour. The parties may mutually agree to 
increase the $10.00 pay rate for in-week Part-time 
associates. 
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A Part-time associate shall accrue no credit towards 
acquiring seniority. In the event such Part-time associate is 
subsequently hired as a full-time associate, he will receive 
credit for time worked in the last twelve months as a Part-
time associate toward the probationary period. The length 
of time that the associate worked for Budd (seniority date), 
total hours worked, the amount of experience the associate 
has established in the department where the opening is to 
be filled, and the job performance of the associate will be 
considered by the Company when hiring a permanent 
associate. 
The Company may discharge or terminate a Part-time 
associate, in which case the associate shall only have 
access to the grievance procedure in cases of claimed 
discrimination on account of a reason set forth in Section (2) 
of Article I. 
A Part-time associate shall be entitled to union 
representation, including access to the regular grievance 
procedure, subject to the limitation contained in the 
preceding paragraph pertaining to discharge or termination, 
Part-time associates, other than seniority associates, shall 
be provided life insurance in the amount of $25,000 and 
accidental death and dismemberment insurance in the 
amount of $12,500. An associate shall become eligible for 
such coverage beginning the first of the month following the 
month of hire or rehire provided he performs some work 
during the month following the month of hire. The Company 
shall pay the premium for this coverage for any month in 
which the associate receives pay from the company for 
working in such month. This coverage shall cease on the 
day employment is terminated. 
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Part-time associates that have worked for the Company six 
(6) months and continue to work at least forty (40) hours in 
each subsequent month shall be eligible to purchase a! their 
own expense Hospital, Surgical, Medical insurance at the 
company's group insurance rate effective for that month 
(cobra rate). 
ARTICLE XXI 
Team Concepts and Structure 
Section (1) The parties agree that it would be 
mutually beneficial to the Company, the Union and the 
associates to continue to develop the full and effective 
participation of all associates, A critical part of that 
development is the continuation of a participative style of 
operation. This participative style acknowledges the 
important contribution that can be made by soliciting input 
from associates regarding matters which directly affect them 
in their work environment and is firmly grounded in the 
ShelbyvJHe Plant's continuous improvement and waste 
elimination processes and mindset. This operating style 
recognizes the need to continue a non-adversarial 
relationship, based on trust, respect and loyalty, with an aim 
of enhancing the dignity and self-worth of ail associates. In 
that regard, the parties pledge to resolve or adjust 
differences that affect their relationship in a manner, which 
exhibits tolerance, patience and objectivity and avoids 
confrontation. This participative approach to doing 
business, coupled with the Company and the Union's 
acknowledgment that the Company must produce quality 
products at competitive prices, make the Union's long-term 
cooperation to continue the principles of flexibility, efficiency 
continuous improvement and waste elimination absolutely 
necessary. 
Therefore, in order to enhance the long term success of the 
Sbelbyville Plant and to promote the involvement of all its 
associates in the decision-making, problem solving, 
continuous improvement and waste elimination 
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processes, the parties agree to continue the team concept 
in the Plant. 
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Section (2) Teams. 
Team refers to a group of associates performing all of the 
work in a department/area or lines or group of lines which 
might relate to a specific section of the production process, 
a physical area of the plant or any other logical grouping of 
jobs that contain associates or provides meaningful 
purpose within manufacturing process and facility 
constraints. 
Section (3) Team Size 
Appropriate team size will be determined based on a 
distribution of work, which will permit flexibility, and efficient 
utilization of the work force. The Company will discuss 
team size with the Union prior to creating or changing a 
team in order to provide an opportunity for input and an 
exploration of alternatives. 
Section (4) Team Member 
Each associate may be a member of a team and shall share 
team member responsibilities with fellow team members. 
Section (5) Team Member Responsibilities - The 
following list represents the responsibilities, which any team 
member may be required to perform , although the parties 
recognize that some responsibilities will be exercised by 
only a few team members. 
Responsibilities 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Participate in daily audits; 
Process scrap; 
Assist in development 
assignments; 
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d) Correct and also assist others with minor 
and report major too l ing and 
maintenance problems; 
e) Provide input regarding production 
process capability; 
f) Assist in methods planning; 
g) Monitor and control efficient performance 
of equipment 
h) Ad he re to plant safety rules; 
i) Support and help train team members; 
j) Maintain a clean work area; 
k) Problem solving {quality, productivity, 
etc.) 
I) Schedule personal vacation; 
m) Coordinate with other teams; 
n) Seek technical assistance where 
required; 
o) Know and communicate with their 
customer whether internal or external to 
the Company; 
p) Rotate jobs within the team as required; 
q) Become proficient in all jobs assigned to 
the team; 
r) Participate in team meetings and job 
improvement processes such as 
Continuous Improvement; 
s) Additional duties as may be required. 
Should such additional duties become of 
concern to team members, the Company 
and the Union will discuss and attempt to 
resolve the matter. 
Section (6) Cross Training 
In those departments where cross training is required to 
broaden and maintain the knowledge level of 
associates, the group leaders and team leaders will, 
after giving full consideration to input they receive from 
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the teams, establish the requirements, length and 
frequency of training assignments for the department. The 
teams will develop their individual rotation schedule in 
consultation with their group leader and team leader. Any 
deviations from the above requirement must be approved 
by the Company and the Union. 
Section (7) Team Leader 
Each team shall elect one from among them who will be 
responsible for coordinating the activities of the team. 
a) The team leader will be paid an additional $1.00 
per hour over the established rate while assigned 
as a team leader. 
b) Eligible associates who are members of the team 
(not temporary team members) may stand for 
election. The elected team leader must take the 
team leader assessment and should attend 
training classes to improve, such training and 
assessment shall be provided by the company. 
Following the effective date of this Agreement, the 
Union may nominate one person to take assessor 
training who will be added to the list of qualified 
assessors following successful completion of the 
training. For the next team leader assessments 
the Union may select three of the four assessors to 
be selected from the list of qualified bargaining unit 
members who have volunteered for the 
assessment. When selecting assessors for 
subsequent team leader assessments the Union 
will select assessors from the list in such a manner 
as to rotate the assignment among all the 
volunteer assessors. 
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c) The term of office for the team leader position shall 
be thirty-six months. A team may request 
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an election after six months provided the following 
conditions apply to such election: 
1. The group leader is notified oy the team at 
a team meeting of the specific 
problem(s), which gives rise to the 
request for an election. 
2. The team leader is counseled by the 
group leader and the election takes place 
no sooner than thirty days after the notice 
is received by the group leader. 
3. The team leader shall be removed if a 
majority of those eligible to vote cast their 
baltotfor removal. 
d> The Company may remove a Team leader who 
fails to fulfill team leader responsibilities. An 
associate's assessment score may be a factor in 
the Companies decision to remove a leader but it 
will not be the only reason. An associate so 
removed shall be ineligible to stand for election 
until twenty-four months have passed since 
removal from the team leader position. The 
decision to remove a team leader from his position 
shall be subject to the grievance procedure. 
e) If no associate on the team wishes to be the team 
leader, the Company will appoint an interim team 
leader. The interim team leader shall serve until the 
team requests an election. 
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Section (8) Team Leader Responsibilities - Th« 
following list represents the responsibilities, which afT/ team 
leader may be required to perform , although the parties 
recognize that some responsibilities are not exercised by ail 
team leaders. Inasmuch as the team lea-.ter is tht: 
foundation on which the team is built, the responsibilities 
include those previously listed for all associates and 
additionally will include: 
Responsibilities: 
a) Be working members of the te;im 
b) Promote good morale and performance 
of the team; 
c) Provide unscheduled relief to team 
members 
d) Evaluate training needs End make-
necessary arrangements to p'ovide 
proper resources: 
e) Maintain records; 
f) Communicate with group leailers. othei 
team leaders and team members u: 
improve the overall effectiveness J! the 
team, the departments and the plant: 
g) Work toward constant improvements in 
the effectiveness of the team in the areas 
of quality, cost and productivity, 
h) Be a resource to other teams and group 
leaders; 
i) Promote new methods, processes and 
associate suggestions, 
j) Coordinate team activit ies and 
encourage job rotation within the team; 
k) Plan, schedule and conduct team 
meetings: 
I) Encourage associate particioaticn m 
team meetings 
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m) Additional duties as may be required. 
Should such additional duties become of 
concern to the team leader, the Company 
and the Union will discuss and attempt to 
resolve the matter. 
Section (9) Team Meetings 
a) Team meetings may be held by each team a 
maximum of twice a month. At one meeting each 
month the focus will be on CI key measures and 
other work related matters. The other meeting 
each month may focus on other work related team 
issues. Team discussions are not to include, 
discipline, light duty assignments or labor 
agreement issues, which are properly and 
exclusively within the purview of the Union or the 
Company. 
b) Attendance at team meetings will be mandatory. It 
is understood that the decisions of the majority of 
the team shall be binding on all members. 
c) Team meetings may be held external to the shift 
time with the consent of the Company. Associates 
shall not be required to attend such meetings 
unless the entire team votes to make attendance 
mandatory. 
ARTICLE XXII 
Hours of Work 
Section (1) This Article defines the normal hours of 
work and shall not in anyway be construed as a guarantee of 
hours of work per day or per week. This section (1) is not 
meant to negate ornullify Article XXXV Section (13). 
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Section (2) The payroll week shall be the period 
beginning with the regular starting time of the third shift on 
Monday {Sunday night) and concluding at the regular end of 
the second shift on Sunday night. 
Section (3) The normal workweek will be forty hours 
consisting of five consecutive eight-hour days, exclusive of 
lunch period, Monday through Friday or four ten-hour days 
Monday through Thursday or Tuesday through Friday 
exclusive of lunch period. Shift starting times may be 
changed by the Company to meet operating needs and 
conditions, provided that such changes shall be made 
known to the Union and posted at least five work days in 
advance The company will discuss such changes with the 
Union, in advance of the posting, to provide an opportunity 
for exploration of alternatives. 
Section (4) There shall be two ten-minute rest 
periods on each eight-hour shift and one additional ten-
minute rest period will be scheduled for each additional two 
hours worked in excess of eight hours on a shift. 
Section (5) There shall be a thirty-minute unpaid 
lunch period on a regular eight or ten hour shift. In addition, 
there shall be another thirty-minute unpaid lunch period for 
an associate that works more than a twelve hour shift. 
Section (6) When the Company determines it is 
necessary for an associate to work during their regular 
lunch period the associate shall be provided a lunch 
period at another time during the shift. If the Company 
cannot provide a lunch period at a reasonable time 
during the shift, the associate shall be paid for the lunch 
period and will be permitted to eat on the job. If the 
Company requires an associate to work his lunch period 
without compensation and does not provide a later 
lunch period for the associate, the associate may go 
home after completion of the shift instead of remaining 
m the plant for the last thirty minutes of the shift for the 
unpaid lunch period. 
ARTICLE XXIII 
Overtime 
Effective March 4, 2002 for Technical Associate 
Overtime 
Effective April 1, 2002 for Production Associate 
Overtime 
Section (,1) Overtime Procedure: The Cpmeanyjwill 
^-jesESnsjbje^ for_vh§.. scheduUng^an^^qujfaatjon^ pi 
overtime^ 
a) Before requiring associates to work in-week or 
Saturday overtime, the following steps will be 
followed in order, available qualified; 
1. associate volunteers, 
2. part-time associates, 
3. contract associates and 
4. support associate volunteers 
will be utilized during the overtime period. 
b) Associates will not be required to work more than 
ten hours per day during the normal workweek and 
no more than eight hours per day on Saturdays. 
Associate must be advised before their lunch hour 
of in-week mandatory overtime unless it is an 
extreme emergency that will result in a customer 
shutdown. Associates will be allowed to volunteer 
for a maximum of sixteen (16) hours per day in-
week and weekends. However there must be at 
least a (7) seven hour spread between the sixteen 
hours worked and the associate's next regular 
shift. The associate's regular shift will 
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take precedence over a sixteen hour work 
schedule. Associates will work in-week or 
weekend overtime in their department be'ore 
volunteering for overtime in other departments o1 
the plant, 
c) Associates will express their availability (c work in-
week overtime, by signing a sheet or 
electronically, by Thursday noon the week prior for 
the following week's in-week overtime. This 
overtime work will be awarded to the qualified 
associate in accordance with section 2 or 3 ot (his 
procedure, 
d) Associates will express their availability to work 
weekend overtime, by signing a sheet or 
electronically, by the end of each shift on 
Wednesday prior to the weekend the overtime is 
available. This overtime work will be awarded to 
the qualified associate in accordance with section 
2 or 3 of this procedure. 
e) The Company will post mandatory and/or a 
tentative weekend overtime schedule by the '*ntf 
of the department's lunch for each shift on 
Wednesday. The final weekend evert;me 
schedule will be pasted by the end of their lunch on 
Thursday. The Company will post a tentative m-
week schedule by luncfttime of the associate's 
Friday workday. 
f) Saturday overtime shall be required if a customer 
is working such Saturday. The Company will 
provide Maintenance & Tooling associates with a 
minimum number of associates that will be 
required to work such customer Saturday1 to run 
production. All work performed on Sundays or 
Holidays wilt be voluntary. 
%} 
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Associates that do not volunteer forovertime by the 
time periods listed in this article will not be able to 
work the in-week or weekend overtime available 
except to fill vacant positions not already.filled by 
other associates. PTA's. contract associates or 
support associates. When an associate has prior 
knowledge of an overtime violation but does not 
come forward to correct the situation and attempts 
to attain grievance pay the associate will not be 
compensated for back pay when the grievance is 
settled. 
When triggered by a lack of sufficient associates 
the Company may institute the use of weekend 
shift crews A weekend shift crew will work twenty-
four hours during a weekend and be compensated 
by payment of thirty-two hours at the straight time 
wage rate. 
1) A weekend crew associate working less than 
twenty-four hours shall be compensated at the 
rate of 1.33 times his base rate for Kach hour 
worked. 
2) The weekend crew shall be staffed by the 
senior associates requesting the assignment 
or by newly hired associates. 
3) (n establishing the size of a weekend crew the 
availability of volunteers from the regular 
(Monday through Friday) work force will be 
considered. 
4) By mutual agreement the parties may, if 
circumstances warrant, develop a weekend 
crew schedule that provides a twenty-four 
hour schedule that encompasses three 
workdays including Saturday and Sunday. 
5) To De prepared to support the customer if 
sufficient volunteers are not available as 
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Section (2) 
described in section (2) (a) and Section \3) (tn) 
of this article, the Company will request 
volunteers for a weekend work crew by a 
posting. 
Production Overtime Guidelines: 
Associates will 
seniority: 
volunteer for available work by 
1. line affected on the shift 
2. a rea affected on the sh ift 
3. department affected on the shift 
4. outside the department on the shift within the 
classification 
5. plantwide by seniority within the classification 
6. plantwide by seniority outside the classificatia 
b) When mandatory in-week overtime ss recuired. 
associates on the shift will be required as tcllows: 
line effective, area effective and then department 
effective. When mandatory Saturday overtime is 
necessary, the junior qualified associates within 
the area of the department on the shift will be 
required to work. Associates working overtime >n 
the press shop may be moved because of 
breakdowns, production run ends or unscheduled 
activities to work other production lines. 
c) Each department will post a list containing all 
production associates names in order by shift and 
area according to their plant seniority. 
d) If an associate has accepted weekend overtime 
and that overtime is cancelled, senior associates 
will not be allowed to bump another less senior 
associate fro m their scheduled weekend work. 
e) Associates who are absent on Friday and who a-e 
scheduled for Saturday, Sunday and/or 
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2. Associates transferred from one 
department/area to another department or 
area3. 
3. Associates returning to work from a thirty 
(30) or more day lay-off 
4. Associates who are on an approved leave of 
absence for thirty (30) or more days (including 
disciplinary suspension) 
The overtime list for each department and/or area 
will be placed so as to be available for inspection by 
the members of the department or area. The 
overtime hours worked and/or charged in the 
previous workweek (Monday through Sunday) will 
be added to the overtime list on Tuesday of the 
following week. All overtime to be worked from that 
Tuesday through the following Monday will be 
based on the accumulated hours of this list. When 
a holiday occurs on Monday or Tuesday this list will 
then be posted on Wednesday. 
Associates who are absent on Friday and who are 
scheduled for Saturday, Sunday and/or Holiday 
work will be permitted to work their scheduled 
hours on Saturday, Sunday and/or Holiday 
provided they notify the Company no later than the 
second hour of their shift on Friday that they intend 
to work such Saturday, Sunday and/or Holiday. 
Any such associate who fails to so notify the 
Company will not be permitted to work the 
Saturday, Sunday and/or Holiday and will be 
charged the hours they were scheduled to work 
An associate absent on Friday who was not 
scheduled for work on Saturday, Sunday and/or 
Holiday but had volunteered will be bypassed as 
an add-on and will not be charged overtime hours, 
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h) If on Saturdays due to an emergency t-ituaison 
additional associates within an are;i ol a 
department are needed to work Sunday and/or 
holidays, low hour associates on the shift within 
the area and then the low hour associates on the 
shift in the department working Saturdays will be 
the first ones asked. If more associates are 
needed, the low hour associates within the area of 
the department not working will be asked When 
vacancies occur due to cancellations or wien 
additions are made to the original overtime list. 
these vacancies and additions shall be tal>en fiom 
the low hour associates who had volunteered to 
work in the area on the shift. If vacancies still 
exist, the order referenced in section (3)(n) above 
will be followed. 
i) At the end of each calendar year, the associate with 
the lowest hours will be zeroed out. The amount ot 
hours removed from the associate with the lowest 
hours will also be removed from all assoc iates on 
the shift in the area of the department. 
ARTICLE XXIV 
Premium Pay 
Section (1) All associates covered by the pi ovisions 
of this Agreement shall be paid time and one-naif for all time 
worked in excess of eight hours in any one day o< on 
Saturday. 
Section (2) All associates covered by the provisions 
of this Agreement shall be paid double time for all ;ime 
worked on Sundays and Holidays recognized in Article 
XXVJII. 
Section(3) In no event shall overtime or preirium 
pay be pyramided or duplicated for the same hours 
?<•> 
:-JC*8 
worked on a particular workday or in a particular workweek-
Section (4) When overtime hours are a continuation 
of the scheduled shift, the same premium rate of pay wiM 
Hpply, for example, employees on second shift working from 
3:30 PM on Saturday until 2:30 AM on Sunday will be paid 
time and one-half for all hours worked. Second shift 
employees working from 3:30 PM on Sunday until 2:30 AM 
on Monday will be paid double time for all hours worked 
rhe same rule applies to hours that overlap a plant holiday. 
Section (5) Associates regularly assigned to work on 
the second and third shift shall be paid a 5% premium. 
Associates temporarily assigned to the second or third shift 
forless than a full day shall not receive shift premium. 
ARTICLE XXV 
Report-in and Call-In Pay 
Section (1) Report-In Pay. Any associate orPT.A. 
who reports for work at his or her regular scheduled time 
£;iali be guaranteed a minimum of four hours' work of 
whaiever type that is avaiiable, provided, however, that the 
Company will not be required to guarantee four hours' work if 
it has given at least one hour advance notice to associates 
when they are not to report for work on their regular 
scheduled working days. Provided further that this provision 
shall not apply in the event that the circumstances resulting 
in the lack of available work are beyond the Company's 
control, such as acts of God, inclement weather, failure of 
commercial power supply and labor disputes. This 
requirement shall also not apply when the associate is 
absent the day on which notification of no work would have 
been given. 
Section (2) 
technical or 
Call-in Pay Any 
P.T.A. associate who is 
production or 
called to and 
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reports back to work before the start of the associate's 
next shift, after having completed his regular work shift 
and having left Company premises, shall be paid a 
minimum of four hours pay 
Section (3) For the amount of pay purposes only 
• any Part-Time associate that has reported to work as 
instructed by management or has been called in to work 
a shift less than four (4) hours and work is not available 
will be provided two hours of pay or provided with two 
hours of work. 
ARTICLE XXVI 
Leave of Absence 
Section (1) Upon written application from an 
associate who has successfully completed his 
probationary period, the Company may grant a leave of 
absence without pay, and where good cause is shown. 
as follows: 
a) Any associate who is ill or injured may apply to 
the Human Resources department for a 
medical leave of absence for personal illness 
or injury. The leave shall not exceec the 
period set forth in Article XIV, Section <4). 
b) Upon application to the Human Resources 
Department, a leave of absence may be 
granted for personal reasons for a period not tc 
exceed ninety days. 
c) Unpaid personal leaves may be granted hi full 
day increments to extend Funeral Leave cr foi 
inclement weather. When weather conditions 
which result in the Governor of the state 
prohibiting travel on public highways cause an 
associate's absence the associate will be given 
the option to utilize contractual provisions for 
paid vacation time off or personal leave witnout 
pay. 
M 
An associate called to penorm short-term military 
duty for thirty bays or ies&. including annua) active 
duty for training, as a member ofthe United States 
Armed Forces reserve or National Guard, upon 
submission of Military orders, will be granted leave 
for short-term military duty. While on such leave, if 
the associate w>uW otherwise have been 
scheduled So work, for each day partially or wholly 
spent in performing such duty he shall he paid the 
difference, if any. between (i) the associate's 
regular straight-time hourly rate exclusive of shift 
premium for hours up to eight that he otherwise 
would have been scheduled to work anQ (ii) his 
daily military earnings (including all allowances 
except for rations, subsistence and trave)) The 
Company's obligation to pay an associate for 
performance of military duty under this Section is 
limited to a maximum of fifteen scheduled working 
days in any calendar year, except for short-term 
active duty of thirty days or less performed by 
associates called to active service in the National 
Guard by State or Federal authorities in case of 
public emergency. !n order to receive payment 
under this section, the associate must furnish the 
Company with a statement of his military pay while 
on such duty. 
The Company shall grant a military leave of 
absence for active duty in accordance with 
applicable Federa! statutes. 
Leaves of absence for UAW union activities will 
be granted for the period of the assignment upon 
the advance request of the Local Union President 
or the international Union UAW. When the Union 
requests Jess than five associates be granted a 
leave a one day notice will be provided, when live 
to ten associates are requested for union leave a 
three day 
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notice will be provided to the company. Whe.n te i 
or more associates are requested for union leavf* 
a five day notice will be provided to the company 
The Vice President and two Cornmitteeperson-> 
wHl not be counted in these leave numbers. 
9) Associates elected or appointed to 3 public 
position may, upon application, be granted a ieave 
of absence for the period of active service in such 
elected office or appointment. No more ihan two 
associates at any time elected or appointed to it 
public position will be granted a leave of zbf-encn 
10 attend a monlhly required meeting. 
h) The Company will continue to comply with the 
Family Medical Leave Act in accordance with the 
Company policy and negotiated rules. 
i) The Company will grant a one-day \enve o'-
absence to associates due to the death >>f ar* 
associate's brother in law or sister in law. vihict 
includes their spouse's brother and sister. 
Section (2) General conditions. 
a) In deciding on a personal leave of at/s^nce 
request, the employer will take into consideration 
(1) the level of business activity; (2) the need fat 
properly trained personnel; and (3) the Avciflshiiity 
of Part-time or contract associates 
b) Ah associate who works tor another employer 
during his leave without the written con-;er?i c f the 
Company or who gives false reason for any (<?ave 
at absence shale be disciplined, up to and 
including discharge. 
c) An associate is expected to return to wotk on 
the next scheduled workday following 
expiration of the leave of absence. An associate 
will be allowed to return to woik prior 
m 6.1 
to [He expiration of the leave with five (5) rtays 
notice to the Company. 
d) if an associate lacks the senioriy to return to work 
upon the expiration o! a leave of absence the return 
to work will be governed by the recull provisions of 
this Agreement. 
e) Seniority will continue to accrue during an 
approved leave of absence. 
ARTICLE XXVII 
Health and Safety 
Section (1) The Company shafl m a ^ reasonable 
provision for the health and safely of its associates The 
•Jnion agrees to cooperate to toe furtest extent in the 
promotion of safety and in the maintenance of safe working 
conditions and practices. It is the responsibility of 
management and all associates to observe safety and 
health rules 
Sect ion (2) Each associate has the responsibility to 
help assure thai workplace accidents are prevented and thai 
tne community is protecterl from adverse environmental 
effects of our operations. Each associate must be 
committed to strict adherence to all reouirements of 
Company policies and procedures pertaining to health. 
safety and the environment 
Sect ion (3) Health and Safely shall continue to he a 
key measurable for every team. And the Company will 
continue its policy of reimbursement of 557,; but not more 
than $65 tor the cost of approved safety shoes not more 
often than once per year, upon presentation of a satisfactory 
receipt. In addition the Company will continue its policy of 
reimbursement for the cost of prescription safety glasses 
purchased m accordance with Company procedures 
Sect ion (41 H e a l t h a n d S a f e t y C o m p l a i n t 
Procedure. in the went a health ami safety issue 
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cannot be resolved between the associate ar«( he i n>ut> 
leader, the associate may file a health and sa»ety :om;)\imr 
with the safety department. Within one wo-'ki'tg iHy. u 
Union Representative and a management member cf the 
Plant Executive Safety Committee shalf mvesiiyau tho 
complain! and attempt lo resolve Ihe mat te it t le matter 
remains unresolved, it shall be submitted to :h« \3\.w: 
Manager and International Representative ol the Unicn i-.-r 
resolution. When an issue arises that net^ris the HIIITW b.iit-
attention of management and it cannot be sui:ces:.luii>' 
resolved al !.ne above step concerning a violation v 'An.-. 
agreement the parties may use the procedure a ^ x / t b ^ i ; ; -
Article XII Section (15). This shall be the final step ci :tn-
procedure. Health and safely complaints are not •,ubji-<:: I'; 
ttie grievance and grievance arbitration procsdiut 
Section (5) The Company agrees ina; it the 
International Union re.<i»-j,\s a member u' its H-.w'tf- '.<<•• 
Safety Staff to visit the plant for the purpose < it «• A stiu >:.r\<; 
a spec ie health and safety problem, such •.<-,<-. t wi-l t.>r: 
permitted with reasonable notice. I he r^ut 's ' t w i l !.•*.• 
made to the Company's Corporate Mar^iqci if LV.KV, 
Relations. Following the visit the Union's he. i t i ; a tri s;.i'vy 
technician will furnish to "Ihe Corporate l.<«>or Hel<v«>»n*; 
Manager and the Local Union a written repi'r; ; ^ ' t i : . !in^:i;ig:: 
concerning the specific health and safety LMi/.Men-. \Mnci; 
occasioned the visit. 
Section (6) The President of the Local o r ion nhatl 
be a member of the Plant Executive Safety Ccum i U-e. 
The member Of management responsible for safely ir iht-
plant will meet with the Union President upon r tque ;' to 
review plant safety matters 
f>5 
ARTICLE XXVIII 
Holidays 
Section (1) For the purpose of (his Agreement, the 
io-'owing shall be considered as paid holidays: 
1. Martin Luther King Day 
2. Good Friday 
3. Monday after Easter 
4. Memorial Day 
5. Independence Day 
6. Labor Day 
7. Thanksgiving Day 
8. Day after Thanksgiving Day 
9. Christmas Holiday Period 
The Chrisimas Holiday Periods during the term of this 
Agreement shall be: 
December 24,2001 
December 25,2001 
December 26,2001 
December 27, 2001 
December 29.2001 
December 31, 2001 
January 1,2002 
First Year; 
December 23,2002 
December 24,2002 
December 25,2002 
December 26,2002 
December 27,2002 
December 30,2002 
December 31,2002 
January 1.2003 
Second Year: 
December 24,2003 
• December 25.2003 
December 26.2003 
December 29,2003 
December 30. 2003 
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December 31 , 2003 
January 1, 2004 
January 2, 2004 
Third Year: 
December 24, 2004 
December 27, 2004 
December 28, 2004 
December 29, 2004 
December 30, 2004 
December 3 1 , 2004 
Section (2) When a holiday falls on n Scturd.ty 
the holiday will be observed the preceding Friday. Wh<>n 
a holiday falls on a Sunday the holiday will he obierv^ci 
the following Monday. 
Section (3) To be eligible for holiday pey, t:i<; 
associate must: a) have completed his CHJ.K ti re 
probationary period prioi to the paid holiday or : t e start 
of the Christmas Holiday Period; b) have worked t n : 
scheduled shift immediately preceding the holiday a ;y 
the scheduled shift immediately following the hoidav m 
the same workweek; and c) not have be^n or layoff 
from the Company, provided, however, an -i?:oci;- lo 
shall be entitled to holiday pay if he is laid ot( witt '^i 
fourteen calendar days prior to the holiday or Chiistim:". 
Holiday Period or returns from layoff withm sev~?n 
calendar days after the holiday or Christmas Holiday 
Period. The following exceptions to the rule n a t in 
employee must work the days prior to and foUowmc A 
holiday or the Christmas Holiday Period shail alsr apply: 
jury duty, funeral leave, approved vacations, otl e> 
approved absences and absences for juslifiafile ieasm . 
An associate who has made application fcr a i.tcJical or 
military leave of absence, and has received approval 'or 
such request, will receive pay for a holiday only if tie t a •; 
performed work for the Company within fiftt-wn c.iieni:,:r 
days either preceding or following the actual OaU- of re-
paid holiday or Christmas Holiday Period 
ul 
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Section (4) Failure So work she last scheduled shift prior to or 
next scheduled shift following the Christmas Holiday Period 
shall cause the associate to forfeit holiday pay lor the two 
da *s. which lollowor precede such scheduled shift. 
Section (5) An associate shall be paid his current 
straight time rate including applicable shift premium for the 
holiday An associate's shift shall be determine'! by the shift 
latit wo.-ked prior to the holiday or for the Chris'mas holiday 
period the shift worked on the Monday of the week preceding 
th<; week in which the holiday period began 
Section (6) When a holiday occurs during an 
associate's vacation, the associate will be permitted to take 
a day off at a later time with the prior approval of the 
Company, or the associate may select a day's pay in lieu of 
an additional day of vacation. Pay for the aa-y oft or day in. 
lif:u will be the amount, which would have been paid on the 
holiday. 
ARTICLE XXIX 
Jury Duty 
Section (1) Any full-time associate Ihgt
 ;s summoned 
and required to report for jury duty in any tsderai, state, 
counN or municipal court will be reimbursed for the 
difference between his straight time hourly rate including 
applicable shift premium, and any jury duty fees paid to him 
by the court for a period not to exceed sixty day s. 
Section (2) In order to receive payment for jury 
service. the associate must provide the Company 
documentation from the court clerk stating ihfe dates and 
i iours the associate was engaged in jury duty service and all 
compensation received from the court 
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Section (3) The provisions of this >*.iiGtP ar? 
applicable to any associate who, without bt:|:"M v.r •inv: -
volunteers tor jury duty 
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ARTICLE XXX 
Funeral Leave 
Section (1) It is the ;ntem oi trys poU-v, 
I'OSS wh.-jn it <s necessary tor an associate I 
work to a1tw;:! the funera1 of n membercf th-.. 
immediate '.imily !ti the even! of a death ; 
the immeuio-e ramiiy of art associate who r 
hit; probationary period, the associate sh.'i 
leave i.i r.oter.i in Section 2 below ;to incl'.jck. 
funeral) with, eight hours of straight-time 'J : ' 
taKen. An associate will be eligible for Fur!'.'.-: 
the loss of ttTie from ',"orl-; occurs within t'> 
vvr.'r!fif;fi davs of i h f dutv 0 ; the n ffif?r:.il ;'•;•• 
Shs'l vui D.'ild only h^r i.v. . rr i ' .sr tr i di:•''>":.. • 
scheonleo «*-jrja--f>tH, '^rui^y ' . IK^ , ; - 1 ' 
associstrtR working o<i tha ^ - i . : ^ 1 ^ - ; ^ . ! •••••.••' 
may ' . /qu^st addiUc.':-*! >.>.p~:i.r e . : - : 
circumstances of the learn ^ u u - e the ; 
ussocifiie for a ot.'r|.->^ gr^ it;?r [rtsn tr;>; •.. -
Sr:: t ioi '2ofthis article . 
( • : • ' 
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Section (2) 
T!'"^ Company will pay up tc ei^'f.t (ii) r" :•>.:•• 
^h;ee (;;) consecutive scheduled working oo.-
time due to the de?th of the: 
Ernpjpyeelsj 
Grandchild 
Grandparent 
Sister 
Brother 
Stepparent 
Stepbrother 
Stepsister 
Current Srr--usi» 
Gra<vii;.?.r-j r 
Gry . l t nr.'-it i : : : i : 
Mot ' - •' 
Fy<ri<;-. 
Employee's; Current Spouses: 
Half Brother 
Half Sister 
Great-grandparent 
The company wi!l pay up to eight (8) hours per day for five (5) 
consecutive scheduled working days due to the death of the: 
Erng.lpxee'ji 
Mother 
father 
Husband 
Wife 
Child 
CurrentStepchitd 
Section (3) An associate will receive his current 
Mraight-time hourly rate including applicable shift premium 
multiplied by eight hours for each fuff day of t l ^ paid funeral 
i^ave taken, 
Section (4) The associate must present to the 
Company verification of death and/or ot the family 
relationship of the deceased far any claim m.'-.de under this 
provision. An associate en an approved vacation leave at the 
lime ?n eligible funeral ieave occurs will have their status 
cnangsd to a funeral leave and their vacation tune will oe 
adjusted accordingly. 
Section (5i Payment of funerai leave shall be subject 
to the toUowinq conditions;: 
a) 1 he associate must have- seniority on the date the 
death occurred, 
b) .Notice ol dealh and leave time neeied must ;je 
given to the Company as soc.i as pcr.j.ible. 
c) The associate must attend the tuner;); 
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ARTICLE XXXI 
Vacation 
Section (1) Associates shall be entitled to annual 
vacation based on length of unbroken Budd Company 
Service as of their anniversary date in that year (refeience 
chart A). 
CHART A 
Length of 
continuous Budd 
Company Service as 
of the anniversary 
date 
Less than 6 months 
service in a year 
Hired prior to July 1 of 
a given year 
At least (1) one year 
service but less than 
(3) three years service 
At least (3) three 
years service but less 
than (5) five years 
service 
At (east (5) five years 
service but less than 
(15) fifteen years of 
service 
At least (15) fifteen 
years service or more 
of service 
Vacation time an 
associate is eligible 
to earn in the 
vacation year 
(0) days earned 
(5) Five-days faftei 
completing 90 fays 
of Budd service) 
(10) Ten-days 
(13) Thirteen-day i 
(15) Fifteen-days 
(20) Twenty-days 
— — - I 
Section(2) Vacation time is earned by worMng 
during the vacation year. An associate will er<rn lQA.oftne 
year's vacation entitlement for each 110 straiyht tin.e hr.urs 
paid or fraction thereof. An associate may take vxa\ ion 
pr ior to ea rn i ng i t . An a s s o c i a t e i.\ho 
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akes more o ra t i on time than tie earns in a year will repay 
'he Company for the unearned vacation time t«ki-n. 
Section (3) Vacation time off must tie taken; it may no! 
•ye carried over to the next year. Pay-imlmu of unused 
earned vacation time off will be paid at the associate's 
•equest 31 any time after September 1. each yei-r. Under no 
•.irc.uniaianc.es will any associate bo permitted \n cany any 
emaining entitlement forward into the next calen:la< year 
Section (4) Vacation wtli be paid at tfw straiyhl time 
i.oiirlv 'ate including applicable shift premium for Die 
:la:;sific<itiOii ana shift shown on the associate's personnel 
er.ord when the time off is taken or the reques' for pay-in-
iei. is received. 
Section (5) The vacation-scheduling &e'iori for ail 
.lepartments will bo from January 1 io February 15 of each 
.e;r. Luring this period, alt associates may submit tbei' 
:;refeferce lor vacation time. Requests wj)l tje granted 
rsased on Plant seniority and requests for fuli weeks will bo 
iranted prior to requests for partial weeks. Request for 
/acatior- curing the period of January f, to February 15 will 
• >e granted on a first come first granted basis. Ten percent of 
.i department's work force on a shift may be scheduled Io: 
•m\ week. After February !5, vacation requests. wi!l be 
jranted if the department has less than ten percent on 
/acatioc ana further provided the request is received men; 
>han one working day prior to the start of the vacation. If a 
(opartmetK schedules training during a week m which less 
'ha t tec- percent have requested vacation, notice will be 
l i w n to the department that additional vacations may not be 
panted tor the week. 
'iei-.tion {6) All vacation lime off must t « n^picved by 
he associate's group leader An associate eligible 
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tor one but less than four weeks of vacation mus- takt; at 
least one full week of vacation per year. An associate 
eligible for four weeks of vacation must take !wi> veeks ol 
vacation per year in fult week increments. Thi< 'nil w ; e h 
requirement shall not apply to the individual who r ^quests 
pay in lieu after September 1. 
Section(7) The Company reserves the .ight to 
designate the time the plan! sr?a)> close down lor vacation. 
Where practicable, the Company wit) provide sixty days 
notice as to the dates of plan) shutdown. All associates IOI 
scheduled to work during pJant shutdown must u.'.e their 
vacation during the shutdown. I! is mutually understood 
(hat vacation leave will be granted based on me ability !<) 
ensure orderly operation of the plant and the sci-eoVe;{ 
vacation may be preempted by production requirements 
Associates who are not scheduled to work and dn u !tn; :,v^ 
vacation entitlement or who request that th^y •••.*<• ; i -
charged with vacatior. tor one of the shutdown, v;e '.k* ••••'[ 
he placed on an unpaid leave of aosence.. 
Section {8} Associates in an inaciwf: r.in'. is ;>••• 
permitted So take vacation up to the amount accr J>:- 1 onoi '••• • 
theinoctivation, 
Section (9) An associate will r e c c i ^ u iv !*„•' 
vacation time ofi on the normal payday for the
 v.".<..nn>n tir in 
taken. The Company will institute advance vac it i jn p.iy 
after ihe implementation of the new payroll system u \9C'.: 
Requests for advance vacation pay must be sut-m.rted ic 
advance under procedures published by the 0..-.\i<tix;r. 
from time to time. 
m ^ 
m 
m 
Section (10) Accrued unused vacation !'•:•-• -viil (•(•: 
paid upon termination of employment. Vacation im;.: !H*M c 
but not earned will be charged to the as.^u'rato <ip<.'\ 
termination of employment. 
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Section (111 Associates may earn up to an additional 
twenty-eight hours per year of paid leave in accordance with 
the following WAPA and WAEPO rules, 
WAPA: 
Work Available Perfect Attendance (WAPA) allows 
associates to earn one (1) hour paid leave for each full month 
of perfect attendance. WAPA hours may accumulate from 
year to year. Unused WAPA hours wil! be paid upon 
termination of employment except thai unuser. WAPA hours 
will net be paid to associates who voluntarily terminate and 
do not provide the Company with two weeks prior notice of 
the vo'untary termination, 
The following are the only exceptions forperfert attendance' 
. Vacation (including WAPA. WAE^D and PAA 
scheduled in advance) 
• Military Leave 
« Jury Duty 
• Court Subpoena {to appear as a witness} 
» Death in Family (maximum 3 or 5 days in 
accordance with Article XXX) for specific 
relatives: mother, fattier, stepfather stepmother. 
current mother-in-law, current lalHer-imlaw, 
current spouse, children, o/andchilcren, brother. 
sister or current step-children anr: grandparent 
and great grandparent of the associate and the 
associate's current spouse. 
• FMLA covered leaves 
• Work-retated injuries 
• Union leaves 
WAPA must be scheduled with, and approver- by. the tef-m 
leaderand group leader, 
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Earned Paid Personal Days: 
For each calendar quarter of perfect attendance an 
associate earns four hours paid persona! lim« Ui used 
earned personal time will be paid to you ear:) Jar nary 
Unused earned personal time will be paid upon t in ix ra i ion 
of employment except that unused WAEPO hotrs w-l: not 
be paid !o associates who voluntarily terminate i nri cu no! 
provide the Company with two weeks prior nulice nt the 
voluntary termination. 
WAPA and Earned Paid Personal Days niu:;l be ; d>n< luleri 
with, and approved by, the team leader and group iead-^r 
Paid Absence Allowance: 
Beginning January 1, 1999, Paid Absence A fcvanc? win 
be available under the (ollywinq terms. 
a) A Paid Absence Allowance ;PAA) t.1 ••w. -.My.. 
calculated on the same bams a^ v;i':,;t-.OM t-:-*y 
shall be granted to all associates *-ho tibve ; « . • c ' 
more years company wide service- :jn L~:ecn nbe; 
31 of the prior year providing they H"-;jn bo relive 
payroll- An, associate who is no: on t it; --c'liw 
payroll on January 1. will, if otrwv.-i-.^ e ioiN-i be 
eligible for PAA upon return to the acur> paj iod 
PAA may be taken in lull week o? !u;l ,:ay 
increments, schedule requireme-jls i.> ?;mi ting 
providing more than one working days nrw :e if. 
given and it is approved by the group <i.:nif.< .ir;?i 
team leader. 
i) However, a request for PAA -..- a i eii'jriMe 
employee made subsequent ic ->n 
absence will be approved f c t v i y T>/H 
provided such request is maoe r-vuf'-ng 
the next working day tolkiwi ig ,i r h 
absence. This payment sh.nl r-jt -uj.ke 
such absence an excused ahsencs or 
preclude the Company from considering such 
absence as the basis, in whole or in part. for 
disciplinary action. However, if the associate 
presents physicians statement substantiating 
the associates inability to work, such absence 
shall be excluded under the Company's 
attendance pokey. 
jij On or after the effective date of the 2G0Z 
agreement (3) three PAA days per year, 
granted under paragraph (r), shall be excused 
absences except they VJIII not qualify an 
associate tor holiday pay. In the event of a 
concerted action the Company wU not excuse 
such absences. 
b) The prior years unused P.A.A. days will be paid out 
each January. 
c) Where payment of PAA is authorized in less than a 
full week, periods of time must be taken in full day 
increments. 
ARTICLE XXXtl 
Wage Rates and Job Classifications 
Section (1) Hourly wage rates shall increase on the 
dates fisted below, The hourly wage increase will be: 
2001 hourly >*age increase $0.55 
2002 hourly wage increase SO .56 
2003 hourly wage increase $075 
Section (2} After application of the hourly wage 
increases the cfassificatiofis 3nd wages will be as show in 
the following tables. 
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Section(3) Apprentices shall be pa.;< ^ oerc ^ n . i ^ 
of the maximum rate of the Techr;-i.:it Ay.-^ciriU 
Classification. The apprentice rate p'txresJion •..-, 
contained in the standards for the app^r.lic.j pr iqran . 
which are incorporated by reference in thi& At)r sen ;nt tn.i 
are not subject to the grievance procedui e 
Section(4) Hourly wage rate changt:-; vt<; o<< 
effective on the Monday following compieton A lh.* 
required time period 
Section (5) The Company ml) make a special jayrimtt v* 
the gross amount of $1,000.00 to each j^-jc^le ;>• !h<: 
active roil on the effective date of this ^gr tenen! Thi-
payment will be paid the week of February 25. 200. -f thi-
company has received notice of ratification t ', th< 
Agreement from the Union during the wee* of F> -hi u, r / i H 
2002 
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Section (6) COST-OF-LIVING ALLOWANCE 
Payment of Allowance, Effect on Other Payments 
Effective at the beginning of the first pay period commencing 
on or after the effective date of this Agreement and thereafter 
during the period of this Agreement, each associate covered 
by this Agreement shall receive a Cost-of-Living Allowance 
as set forth in this Section. 
The Cost-of-Living Allowance shall not be added to the base 
rate for any classification, but only to each associate's 
straight-time hourly earnings. 
The Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be taken into account in 
computing overtime and shift premiums, atv) in determining 
call-in pay and pay for vacations, unworked holidays, jury 
duty, funeral leave, and short-term military duty. 
Basis for Allowance 
The amount of the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be 
determined and re-determined as provided below on *fie 
fcasis of the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners 
and Clerical Workers (Revised, CPI-W, United States City 
Average) published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (1967 
-1001. 
Continuance of the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be 
contingent upon the availability of the Index in its present 
form and calculated on the same basis as the Inde* for 
October. 2001, unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties. 
If the Bureau of Labor Statistics changes the form or the 
basis of calculating the Index, the parties agree to ask the 
Bureau to make available, for the life of this Agreement, a 
monthly Index in its present form and calculated on the same 
basis as the Index for October, 2001. 
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Re-determinations 
During the period of this Agreement, adjustments in the 
Cosl-of-Living Allowance shall be made at the following 
times: 
Effective Date of 
March 4, 2002 
First pay period 
beginning in June 
2002 and at three 
Calendar-month 
Intervals thereafter 
to December, 2004 
Based upon Three Month 
Average of the Consumer 
Price Index for: 
November, December, i!001 
and January 2002 
February. March, and April 
2002 and at three calendar-
month intervals the'eafter to 
August, September, ana 
October, 2002 
Amount of Allowance 
Effective with the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the effective date of this 
Agreement but after the application of the wage increase 
provided in Section (1) of this Article XXXII seve.niy-five 
cents (S0.75) shall be deducted from the eighty cents 
($0.80)Cost-of-Living Allowance in effect immediately prior 
to that date and such seventy-five cents ($0.75) shall be 
added to the base hourly rate for each classification 
(including minimum, maximum and intermediate rates of 
each classification). The remaining five cents ($0.05) shall 
be considered a Cost-of-Living float subject to incrnase or 
decrease in accordance with the Consumer Price index. 
The amount of the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be five 
cents ($0.05) per hour effective with the effective date of 
this Agreement and ending March 3, 2002 Elective 
March 4, 2002_and for any period thereafter is provided 
7" 
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heroin, the Cost-of-Living Allowance shal' be- In accordance; 
iMth n table providing for a one 11 ) cent adjustment for each 
0.26 change in the Average Index as calculated i " 
accoi dance wilh the Lettera( Understanding {document ti ) 1 
or" the 2000 National Production and Maintenance 
Ayreement between The Betid Company ana the 
International Union UAW) and this Paragraph (Amount of 
Allowance). Prior lo the adjustment O" March 4. 2002, ihe 
parties shall construct a table adjusted so that the ntmai 
Ihree month average Consumer Price Index equates to an 
allowance: of five cents for the period ending March 3 , 2002. 
In determining the three-month Average of the Index lor a 
specified period, the computed average shall be rounded io 
the nearest 0.1 inden point. 
lo nu event wili a decline in the ihree-rnonih Average oi the 
tnties below (he leve) on March 5, 2002 provide the oasis tor 
a reduction in the wage scale by |ob classification. 
No adjustment shall be irad*? m the Cost-ol-Livmg 
Allowance tor the quarters beginning September 2. 2002. 
September 1. 200'i, and September 6. 2004, For each 
cuarler iti which an increase is required, the amuunl of 
increase will be reduced by (he total amount of the increase 
to zero. For each adjustment during She twelve (12.) thiee-
r ionth periods Beginning Maich. 4.2002. in which an 
increase in the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be required 
according to the procedure. Ihe amounf of increase so 
required each three-month period, excluding the three-
month periods beginning September 2, 2002. September 1. 
2003, ana September 6, 2004 shall be reduced lour (4/ 
cents, or by the amount of the increase, whichever is less. 
However, there shall be no reduction as provided herein in 
any ihree-month period in which The Cost-of-l iving 
Allowance required by the table is equal to or /ess lhan the 
amount of Cost-of-Living Allowance provided by Ihe 
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table in the preceding three-month period ' •ol ic.w^' :he 
adjustment for the three-month period beginning 
December 6. 2004. the total sum reduced dueng IN:!weive 
(12) periods shall be subtracted from the Cost-oi-t-ivmg 
Allowance iable and the table shall be adjusted so Hint me 
actual three-month Average Consume' Pnco Indon 
equates to the allowance actually paid during ihe pf-mni 
beginning December 6.2004 
Adjustment Procedure 
In the event the Bureau of Labor Statistics does : ' " i is.uie 
1he appropriate Index on or before the bf-giniung m one <>\ 
Ihe pay-periods referred to in the P^rau/aph headed 
"Redeterminations", any adjustment m Ire .viowaece 
required by such appropriate Index shall be ei iectve .ii 'he 
beginning of Ihe firsl pay period after receipt i.-' ihe me» 
No adjustments, retroactive or otherwise, sh.tfl be ••<u\<i,<-<: 
the amount of the Cost-of-Living Al imvaiu: : di.r to mv 
revision which later niay be made in the p'jbiisht-o f>g..ir>.-. 
i/sed in the calculation of the Consum.ei Frtct lum •> \c ,uiv 
month on the basis of which the allowance si aii h i'.e bee.i 
determined. 
Quarterly Payments 
The Cost-ol-Living Al lowance pavaoie u; rier m*-; 
provisions of (his article shall he pair, m the tuiU>\Mii;i 
manner: 
(a) The amount due for hours paid a; sir; i'j:".M.m:' 
shall be accumulated and paid after H.--V.:I oi !h.> 
following period's. 
X) 
Cost-of-Living Allowance Payment Periods 
03-04-02 06-02-02 
06-03-02 09-01-02 
09-02-02 12-01-02 
12-02-02 03-02-03 
03-03-03 06-01-03 
06-02-03 08-31-03 
09-01-03 11-30-03 
12-01-03 02-29-04 
03-01-04 06-06-04 
06-07-04 09-05-04 
09-06-04 12-05-04 
12-06-04 02-06-05 
Payment shall be made by separate check in the second 
payday following the end of each period. 
(b) The amount due for hours worked at overtime 
premiums, and the amount that results from the 
inclusion of the Cost-of-Living Allowance in 
computing shift premiums, will be paid at the time 
the premium payment is made. 
(c) Pay adjustments made in a Cost-of-Living 
Allowance period applicable to any previous Cost-
of-Livrng Allowance period will include the 
allowance applicable during the period to which the 
adjustments relate. 
ARTICLE XXXIII 
Insurance 
The Company shall establish and maintain during the 
term of this agreement an insurance program providing 
the benefits outlined below. The benefits included in 
this insurance program will not be changed during the 
ferm of this Agreement except by mutual consent of the 
Company and Union. The Company will enter into 
master policies with an insurance company or insurance 
companies of ist choosing or, at its option the Company 
may provide some or all of the benefits through self 
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insurance or such other method as the Company may 
choose so long as it provides the level of benefits set forth > 
below. The Company, the Union and all associates 
covered by this agreement shall be bound by the terms of 
the master policy or policies or other plan. Associate life 
insurance benefits, accidental death and dismemberment 
benefits, weekly accident and sickness indemnity benefits 
and long term disability benefits are available for eligible 
associates only. Eligible associates may elect to cover, in 
addition to themselves, their eligible dependents for 
benefits under the hospital, medical, surgical, drug, 
(HMSD) vision, hearing aid, dental and dependent life 
insurance coverage's. When an associate becomes 
eligible for such coverage, the associate may subscribe for 
such coverage and will at the same time execute and cause 
to be delivered to the Company such documents as may be 
required in connection with such coverage. 
Dependent, as used in connection with HMSD. dental. 
vision and hearing aid benefits, shall include an associate's 
spouse and unmarried children by birth, legal adoption or 
legal guardianship, while dependent on the associate 
within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code of the 
United States. Such children are included until the end of 
the calendar year in which they attain age 23, provided that 
a child over 19 years of age must legally reside with or be a 
member of the household of the associate, and be enrolled 
as a full-time student, not covered or eligible to be covered 
for health care benefits through other employment. A child 
who becomes totally and permanently disabled while an 
eligible dependent shall continue to be covered, regardless 
of age, as long as such child remains principally dependent 
upon and resides with the associate. An associate may, 
with the approval of the Company, include sponsored 
dependents approved by the carrier at his own expense. 
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An associate's dependent who is covered ay similar 
coverage elsewhere cannot tie included m the -nepencten! 
• overage of ffirs insurance program. A nusbard and wife 
•:-nlh workmq 'or the Company cannot carry each other as a 
•jupsndenl lor double coverage. Similarly. a m,sband and 
wife caiiool c ever each other for double benefits n v enrolling 
•. (different plans offered by the Company. 
Section 1. .Eligibility: Associates or, the active rati 
'. ov-ved oy this agreement will become eliqible !cr coverage 
. is shown in me following schedule: 
(al A s s o c i a t e h i e , a c c i d e n t a l . i t a in a n d 
dismemberment insurance and HMSO benefits 
the first '.lay of me month coincident with or nexi 
foi<owng the month in which emptoymen! begins. 
{b> Optional contributory associate an-;) optional 
contributory dependent life insurance: 'he first day 
of the month coincident with or nfixt Winwing sixty 
days ot continuous service: 
(c) Accident and sickness indemnity benet ts: the firs; 
day of (fie m w i h coincident witti or next fotovmnn. 
si.« months of service; 
(d) Lung tarn disability insurance and denial, vision 
and hearing benefits: the first day o) the month 
coincident with or next following the completion o\ 
one year of continuous service. 
;f me associate is in an inactive status on she date the 
r.oveiH'je or increase 'ft coverage would ot.aerwise be 
v.ttvetive trie coverage or increase m covered*? snail become 
?.tti>i:twc- on the subsequent date the associa'e :'.; placed on 
trwi active rot!. 
Section _2. Coverage Continuation for inactive 
Associates 
a) li an associate who has insurance coverage is 
iaid off. at! o1 me insurance coverages will he 
continued for one month aHer the month ot 
layoff In addition. Life Insurance Accidental 
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For an associate who is on layoff and returns lo active work 
with the Company, and who ts subsequently laid off or 
disabled prior to the day next following the 6'" pay period for 
which the associate has earnings from one or more 
Company plants within a calendar year, the number of 
months for which coverage may be continued as of the first 
day of the month next following the month in which the 
associate (as! works, and the number of months for which 
the Company shall contribute for any such continued 
coverage, shall be equal to the number of such months. 
respectively, which were available as of (he fas! day of the 
month immediately preceding the date of return to work with 
the Company following the indefinite layoff increased by two 
additional months lor which the Company shall pay the full 
monthly premium charge. 
b) Continuation of Coverage Guide 
T he continuation of coverage provisions contained in 
Section XV of the 1995 National Production and 
Maintenance Agreement between The Budd Company and 
the international Union UAW shall, (o the extent such 
statuses and coverages exist under this Agreement, apply to 
associates covered by this Agreement. 
The following chart indicafes the provisions for continuation 
of coverage as referenced in the above paragraph of this 
Insurance Article: 
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Status 
Layoff 
Medical 
Leaves 
Military 
Leave 
Life 
Insurance ' 
Co. pai<J lor 
\ mo. after 
mo.of L.O. 
+ upto fB 
mos. as 
provided in 
this Section 
2 + up to 12 
add! mos. 
at associate 
expense 
Company 
paid for 
period o1 
medical 
leave 
Terminates 
Accidental 
Death and 
Dismem-
berment 
Weekly 
Accident 
Sickness 
Wage 
Replacement 
Co. paid for 
1 mo. After 
mo.of L.O * 
up to 18 
mos, As 
provided in 
this Section 
2 +upto 12 
add'l, mos, 
At associate 
expense 
Co. paid 1oi 1 
month aftei 
monih o', L.O 
Company 
paid for 
penort of 
medical 
leave 
Terminates-
Any benefits 
due under 
Plan are paid 
Terminates' Terminates 
— 
Other 
Company 
Approved 
Leave of 
Absence (not 
tor medical 
leave) 
Co. paid 1or 
1 mo. after 
mo. Leave 
of Absence 
starts + bal. 
of Lv. at 
associate 
expense 
Co. paid for 
1 mo. After 
mo Leave of 
Absence 
starts + t>al. 
ol leave at 
associate 
expense 
Co. paid tor 1 
mo. after mo. 
Leave ol 
Absence 
starts * bal. of 
Leave at 
associate 
expense 
X7 
Earty 
Retirement' 
Normal 
Retirement 
Age 65 and 
Over2 
P&TD Status 
under 
Retirement 
Plan 
Termination 
between 
ages 60-65 
(excluding 
retirement)4 
Quits or 
Discharges 
Co. paid to 
end of mo. 
in which 
associate 
reaches age 
65. There-
after in 
accordance 
with the 
Plan 
In 
accordance 
with the 
Plan 
Same as (or 
Early 
Retirement 
Associate 
may 
continue to 
age 65 at 
own 
expense 
Terminates 
i 
Co. paid to 
end of 
month in 
which 
associate 
reaches age 
65-at which 
time 
terminates 
Terminates3 
Same as for 
Early 
Retirement 
Associate 
may 
continue to 
age 65 at 
own 
expense 
Terminates 
Terminates" 
Terminates11 
Terminates 
(Benefits paid 
before P&TD 
starts) 
Terminates 
Terminates3 
[ 
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Continuation of Coverage Guide (Cont'd) 
1 Contributor 
Status y L w , 9 
Layoff 
Medical 
Leave6 
Military 
Leave 
Other 
Company 
approved 
Leave of 
Absence 
(not for 
medical 
leave) 
Term 
Disability10 
Associate 
may continue 
coverage by 
paying fuil 
premium 
while on 
layoff 
Associate 
may continue 
coverage by 
paying full 
premium 
while on 
leave 
Terminates3 
Associate 
may continue 
coverage by 
paying full 
premium 
while on 
leave 
Long Term 
Disability 
Co. paid for 
1 month 
after mo. of 
L.O. Any I 
benefits due ' 
under Plan i 
are paid. 
r 
Terminate s-
-Any 
benefits due 
under Plan 
are paid 
Terminates 
Terminates3 
[_ 
Hospital-
Medical-
Surgical-
Drug • 
Co. paid for 1 
month after 
mo. of L.O. + 
up to 18 
mos. as 
provided in 
this Section 2 
+ up to 12 
add ! mos. At 
associate 
expense 
Co. paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
deps. for 
pohod ot 
medical 
leave 
Terminates 
Associate 
may continue 
at own 
expense for 
up to 12 
months 
i 
SU 
imium! i ^ 
Early 
Retirement2 
Normal 
Retirement 
Age 65 and 
over2 
P&TD 
Status 
under 
Retirement 
Plan 
Termination 
between 
ages 60-65 
(excluding 
retirement)'' 
Quits or 
Discharges 
Terminates3 
Terminates3 
Terminates -
any benefits 
due under 
Plan are 
paid 
Terminates 
Terminates3 
Terminates3 
Terminates'1 
Terminates-
-any 
benefits due 
under Plan 
are paid 
Terminates 
Terminates3 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents5 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents5 
Co. paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents5 
Terminates 
Terminates"1 
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Continuation of Coverage Guide (Cont'd) 
1 Status 
Layoff 
Medical 
Leave6 
Military 
Leave 
Other 
Company 
Approved 
Leave of 
Absence 
(not for 
medical 
J leave) 
Dental 
Expense 
Program7 
Co. paid for 1 
month after 
month of LO. 
then 
terminates. 
Company 
paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents 
for period of 
medical 
leave 
Terminates38 
Terminates38 
Vision 
Expense 
Program7 
Co. paid for 
t month 
after mo. of 
LO. + up to 
18 mos. as 
pro-vided in 
this Section 
2 + up to 12 
add'l. mos. 
at associate 
expense 
. — _ - - — 
Company 
paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents 
for period of 
medical 
leave 
Terminates3 
Associate 
may-
continue at 
own 
expense for 
up to 12 
months 
Hearing 
Aid 
Expense 
Program7 
Co. paid for 
1 month 
after mo. of 
L.O, + up to 
18 mos. as 
pro-viaed in 
this Section 
2 * up to 12 
add'l. mos 
At associate 
expense 
Company 
paid tor 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents 
for period of 
mudjcal 
leave 
Terminates3 
Associate 
may 
continue at 
own 
expense, for 
up to 12 
months 
41 
[Early 
Retirement2 
Normal 
Retirement 
Age 65 and 
over2 
P&TD 
Status 
under 
Retirement 
Plan 
Termination 
between 
ages 60-65 
(excluding 
retirement) 
Quits or 
Discharges 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents5 
Co. paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents5 
Terminates36 
Terminates36 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents5 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents5 
Co. paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents5 
Terminates3 
Terminates5 
Co. paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents 
Co paid for 
retiree and 
eligible 
dependents 
Co. paid for 
associate 
and eligible 
dependents 
Terminates3 
Terminates3 
1 1 
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Continuation of Coverage Guide (Cont'd) 
Status 
Layoff 
Medical Leave6 
Military Leave 
Other Company 
Approved 
Leave of 
Absence{not 
for medical 
leave) 
Eariy 
Retirement 
Normal 
Retirement Age 
65 and over2 
Optional Life 
and 
AD&D 
Insurance'''-" 
Associate may 
continue while on 
layoff status 
Associate may 
continue for 
period of medical 
leave 
Terminates3 
Associate may 
continue for 
duration of leave 
Terminates 
Terminates 
Dependent Group 
Life 
Insurance 
Associate may 
continue white on 
layoff status 
Associate may 
continue for period 
of medical leave 
Terminates 
Associate may 
continue for 
duration of leave 
Associate may 
remain in Plan to 
age 70 or 
termination of 
employment, if 
later 
Associate may 
remain in Plan to 
age 70 or 
termination of 
employment, if 
later 
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P8.TD Status 
under Retirement 
Plan 
Termination 
tierween ages 60-
65 (excluding 
retirement) 
Quils or 
Discharges 
Terminates 
Terminates 
Associate may remain 
in Plan to Age 70 or 
termination of 
employment, if later 
Terminates 
Terminates Terminates 
Continuation of Coverage Guide - Footnotes 
1 . Health Insurance and Life Insurance can be converted 
within 31 days following termination of employment and 
coverage by contacting carrier or its agent and paying 
required premium. 
2 If benefits are payable under Retirement Plan, but does 
not include former associates with vested deferred 
pensions. 
3. Coverage terminates on last day worked. 
4. Must have five (5) years of continuous service at age 60 
otherwise see "Quits or Discharges" before age 60. 
5. Company paid for surviving spouse and eligible 
dependents. 
6. Associates certified as Company injured are 
considered on the active payroll for Insurance purposes 
while on Leave of Absence. 
7. Associates carrying benefits at their own expense 
must submit the full monthly premium to She 
Company by the 10th of the month. 
8. Benefits foe Dental Services approved while 
coverage is in effect are payable. 
9. Associate may continue coverage for ehqtoln 
dependents by paying full premiums in advance. 
10. Failure lo continue contribution will require proof 
of continuing eligibility be submitted to the 
insurance company upon return to employment >f 
the associate wishes to reinstate coverage, 
Section 3. Payment of Premiums. 
(a) The Company will pay the full cost for 
associate basic life insurance, basic 
accidental death and dismemberment 
insurance, accident and sickness indemnity 
benefits, basic long term disability insurance, 
dental, vision and hearing benefit coverage 
for eligible associates, and in the event an 
eligible associate elects to cover his or h«r 
dependents for dependent rJentai, vision and 
hearing beneiits coverage for the term of this 
Agreement. 
lb) The associate will pay the full cost of optional 
contributory associate and optional 
contributory dependent life insurance 
optional contributory accidental death and 
dismemberment insurance and optional 
contributory long-term disability insurance. 
(c) The Company will pay a portion of the cost 
of the HMSD policy or pian for eligible 
associates and in the event sn eligible 
associate elects to cover his or her eligible 
dependents a portion of the cost for 
such dependent HMSD coverage for the 
I e r m of th i s a g r e e m e n t The 
company portion of such cos; shall be the full cost 
minus (he associate portion which shall be paid 
weekly and determined as follows' 
(1) Associates shall nay four percent of the annual 
cost divided by forty-eight 
(2) Associates who retire after the effective date 
of this Agreffment shall pay zero percent or the 
annua! cos!. 
The cost for HMSD ss adjusted annually up or down 
on January 1 
Sectjon_4. Sj:heduJej>f_Bene.fits 
(a) Assoc ia te .Bas ic Life .Insurance.: the associate 
basic life insurance shall be $35,000 and wilt be 
increased $500 for each year of completed service 
to a maximum of $36,500. Such increases are 
effective on the first of the month following the 
month of attainment of each year of completed 
service, provided the associate is actively at work 
on such day otherwise on the day the associate 
returns to the active roll. 
(b) A s s o c j a t e _Bas ic A c c j d e n t a L _ D e a t h _ a n d 
Dismemberment Insurance: the associate basic 
accidental death and dismemberment insurance 
shall be equal to one times the amount of each 
associate's coverage for associate life insurance 
under section 4 (a). 
(c) Hospital , Surgical . JMedjraiL. .Qgja-_Benqf iN 
IHMSD}: the Company shall make HMSD benefits 
available to associates from one or more providers 
The prescription drug benefit shall require an 
associate co-pay per prescription of $5,00 for 
associates with a HMO coverage option or $5.00 
for Generic and $12.00 Brand for associates with a 
PPO coverage option per prescription, 
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(d) Optional Contr ibutory Associate Li.fe_and 
A c c i d e n t a l Dea th a n d _ _ D i s m e m b e r m e n t 
Insurance: the Company shall make available 
optional contributory associate life insurance. 
The optional contributory associate life insurance 
shall be one, two, three, or four times the 
associate's basic life insurance described in 
Section 4, (a). The optional contributory 
accidental death and dismemberment coverage 
associated with this life insurance coverage shall 
be equal to one-half the associate's amount of 
optional contributory associate life insurance, 
(e) O p t i o n a l C o n t r i b u t o r y Dep .enden t_LJ fe 
I nsu rance : an associate may enrol l his 
dependents in one of the following plans. 
Plan CoyeragejiSepysjri_ Coverage p e r C h i l d 
Plan I " $5,000 ' $2,000 
Plan II $10,000 $2,000 
Plan III $25,000 $5,000 
Plan IV $50,000 $10,000 
The entire cost of this coverage is paid by the associate 
on a monthly basis as provided below. 
Monthly Premium 
When Your P lan t Plan II 
Age is 
Less than 30 $ .75 $ 1 2 5 
Age 3 0 - 3 4 $ .80 $ 1.35 
Age 3 5 - 3 9 $ 95 $ 1.65 
Age 4 0 - 4 4 $1.30 $2 .35 
Age 4 5 - 4 9 $1.90 $3 .55 
Age 50 - 54 $2.80 $ 5 35 
Age 5 5 - 5 9 $4.20 $8.15 
Age 6 0 - 6 4 $6.10 $12.10 
Age 6 5 - 7 0 $9.35 $18.60 
Plan HI 
$ 3 13 
$3.71 
$4.13 
$5.86 
$8.86 
$13.78 
$20.45 
$30.25 
$46.50 
Plan IV 
$ 6.29 
$6.79 
$8 .29 
$ 11.81 
$ 17.84 
$26.89 
$41.12 
$60.82 
$93.79 
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(f) Accident and_Sickness Benefits: the level ol 
benefits for which an associate will he eligible, shall 
be the benefit level in effect as of the date the 
disability first commences. Benefits shall be 
payable on the eighth flay of absence for illness 
and the first day of absence for an accident 
provided the associate sees a physician promptly 
The weekly benefit is sixty-six and two thirds 
percent of forty times the associate's straight tone 
hourly rate of pay exclusive of shift premium but not 
more than four hundred fifty dollars per week 
effective for claims beginning on and after January 
1 2002) (four hundred seventy-five dollars per 
week effective for claims beginning on and after 
January 1. 2003 and five hundred dollars infective 
tor claims beginning on and after January 1. 
2004}The maximum period for which benefits will 
he paid is fifty-two weeks. 
(g) Long Term Disability Insurance: trie Company 
wiif(g> pay the full cost of basiclong term disability 
msurance which shall provide a benefit of 50% of 
monthly earnings to a maximum benefit of $1,200 
per month. Monthly earnings shall be 173 times 
the associate's straiqht time base hourly rate 
exclusive of shift premium on the associate's last 
day worked All accident and sickness benefits 
must be exhausted before long term disability 
benefits begin. Benefits cease at the earlier of age 
65 or the end of a time period equal to the 
associate's service on his last day worked minus 
any time period for which accident and sickness 
benefits were paid. A shorter duration will apply to 
claims which begin after the associates age 62. 
(h) Optional Contributory Long Term Disability 
insurance: an associate may pay the lull cosl to 
i nc rease the amount of the long term 
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disability insurance benefit to 50 or 60 percent of 
monthly earnings without limitation. 
(i) P.entaL_Exp_ense.._Benef!ti the Comoany win 
continue the dental expense benefit plan .is >n 
effect November 9. 2001. The plan will also 
provide benefits subject to
 ; i Si ,300 per year 
maximum benefit per covered individual for 
benefits other than orthodontia Othednn,V) is 
subject to a S1.400 lifetime maximum benefit per 
covered individual. The plan requires associates 
to pay annual deductibles and no-payments for 
each procedure as specified in the policy 
(J) Vis ion. Expense Benefit: Ihe Comuany will 
continue the vision expense benefit p|an ,is in 
effect August 1. 199B. The plan contains benefit 
maximums, co-payments and limitations ,is 
specified in the policy. 
(k) Heanng_Aid Expense Benefit: the Company
 Wi|! 
continue the hearing aid expense hene'it pl;in as 
in effect August 1, 1998. The plan contains benefit 
maximums, co-payments and limitations as 
specified in the policy. 
Section (5) Retiree Insurance: 
a) An associate who retires early, on ana afler the 
effective date of this Agreement, and under the 
provisions of the Retirement Plan, will have 
$32,000 life insurance and $16,000 AD&D 
insurance to age 65 and thereafter will have lite 
insurance in accordance with the following (able. 
provided by the Company at no cosl to the retired 
associate. An associate age 65 or older retirma 
after the effective date of this Agreement, and 
under the provisions of the Retirement Plan with 
eight or more years ot credited service, will have 
life insurance in accordance with the foffnwinn 
table. ' 
U'J 
Years of Retirement 
Plan Credited Service 
30 or more 
25 to 30 
20 to 25 
10 to 20 
8 to 10 
Amount ot Life 
insurance 
33.750. 
S3.500 
$3,250 
33.000 
$2,000 
h) Retirees and their dependents will be covered 
under the health insurance plans that cover active 
associates. 
ARTICLE XXXIV 
Retirement And Savings Plans 
Section (1) The Company will continue to provide the 
ShelbyviHe Plant Retirement Security and Savings Pi.xis 
amended and restated effective January !. 1994. as 
described in the Summary Plan Description booklets for the 
pension and 401 (k) plans, 
Section (2) The ShelbyviHe Plant Retirement Security 
Plan (Plan) dated November 16.1998 shall be amended as 
ot the effective date of this Agreement to provide the 
underlined changes in the following: 
a) The Company will amend the Plan to provide a 
defined pension benefit. 
b) The benefit rate for each year of credited service 
shall be S 30 for Production Associates and for 
Technical Associates who retire after the effective 
date of the Agreement 
c) An early retirement benefit for associates who 
have ten or more years of eligibility service and 
who are at least sixty years of age or who nave 
twenty-five years of eligibility service and are at 
least fifty-five years o* age. The retirement 
benefi t for such early ret i rees shall be 
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actuarially reduced from nqc 6? I.-J i•„->:<;u •• n'v 
commencementd) 
d) An early retirement supplement wtmh •.-.•IK./; 
added to the amount calculated ur.der :>) ;il •:;•-'.' 
shall equal $1700 pt>r month pa>ab:e in!;. ;;•,•; 
month following the attainment cf ,-,i\>/ CO \n: 
associates rehiring after attainment o! ints !*• y ."''-
of eligibility service provinn,;] the a;:snr:in!e b.r-, ;• 
combination of age and eligibility iervn.e wi i* b 
totals 80 or more on the dale of rfj.'irumfT'.; \u,-
supplement provided under mis [mint ~,iy.w •:<.•• 
subject to apportionment between d^Vjieui ; -.in-, 
of the company. 
e} A joint and 50% survivur annuity with an ,:i : I , . - ! M | 
reduction of the participants <ci<fen<t>n! i-.Hrt-',' :.•• 
provide the survivor benefit vhe re-'i:r-',ic".i"i *.-•. • !•,.• 
seven and one-hall purcer.t .; tin- S ; ; I ; I J V ,: >•; 
associate are the samr; ,-trje 1 h^ >c';u' t i^r -,M;: 
increase one-half percent f >r v-.u b in . . : 'b. ' 
spouse, is younger Diar; the ,i •y.i.i.:,tt<- .>i-.t| 
decrease by one-haif pen-.eiit. for f.-i ii >.,i! [•.;• 
spouse is older than the associate r..:\ .-,<•. \\;, :i •..• 
lesslhan iero. 
f) The provisions o' the cat' (-•;•;•: can * i j ; , . - ..••;.;;:•. 
to the extent required bv 1,'sw 
g) The individual account oni.iiv.i*'; n ir., , . ; , '.: 
Plan wiil remain in the p!ar:'.onay b.:; :-.•!'*:•'!• i1 •. , 
amended plan, 
h} All credited service m the Sheioyvi e Re-i's-'-.., "t 
Security Plan will count for benefit p.i.-pns'rs <\ :.: 
plan as amended by this agreenent 
i) The plan will provide a di>abi!i.y •-•.•"c:r-.i'm 
benefit, which will be integrated v tn : »• • ' •' > 
insurance benefit and wofkitrs ; r.mp. .:-.•.. • •.!•.,,• 
benefits provided under law 
j) Credited Service shall be rirai led {•• tint.- ,'ji ^ir-
on leave of absence for Union DUSII'" •:•-;; 
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k) The Company will pay one special S50U.GD 
payment to retirees v/ith thirty years or mcne of 
company service in t;ie week ending December 
22. 2001. 
ARTICLE XXXV 
General 
Section {1) Physical Examinations and Treatment 
(a) When the Company determines ;t is necessary lo " 
have an associate unrje'go a physical examination 
to evaluate the associ tie's physical conrfnion oi 
comply with any stale c federal taw. the Company 
wiil provide the examination at no cost lo !he 
associate An associate will submit to a drug test 
when the Company determines that it has objective 
evidence to require iuch drug test. An associate 
will be provided Union representation during the 
discussion with the associate on a;ug testing. If the 
group leader accompanies ;fie assoriaie lo the 
drug testing site the steward may also accompany 
Hue associate to the drug testing site 
(b) If the Company requires an employee to undergo a 
physical examination to.establish physical fitness 
tor work in a case which does not involve Worker's 
Compensation liability, the associate shall have the 
right lo submit the report of his family physician for 
consideration by the Company's physician. A 
dispute between the Company physician and the 
associate's physician may be submitted to a third 
physician acceptable lo the associate and the 
Company. The decision of the third physician shall 
be binding on the associate and the Company and 
the Company shall pay the cost of the third 
physician examination 
(c) An associate who has been involved in an 
o c c u p a t i o n a l a c c i d e n t a n d b e c o m e s 
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incapacitated during his regular working hours, as 
determined by a physician, will be pair! through 
the end of his regular work shift lur thai day. An 
associate that has been involved in an 
o c c u p a t i o n a l a c c i d e n t a r d b e c o m e s 
incapac i ta ted may agree to a phys ica l 
examination by the company doclor. l( the 
company physician finds the associate cannot 
work with medical restrictions the associate: will he 
eligible to receive accident & sickness benefits lor 
the first seven days of the occupational accident 
If the associate's occupational accident exceeds 
fifteen days and the associate >s paid workers 
compensation benefits, the associate agrees to 
repay to the Company 100% of any accident and 
sickness benefit received. 
(d | When the Company send; an associate tot 
diagnosis or treatment of a work le'nted injury tv 
illness, that is a Budd Company responsibility. 
during his shift, or during a ten hoc'" in-wcek day 
the associate will be paid for the -ime away from 
work during his working hours at his strain!;', limn 
rate. The Company's obigatmn u'ldVv ! | I K 
paragraph shall not be more? f i n n len hours -r. any 
single day. 
Section (2) Pay 
(a) Payday shall continue to be Thursday 
(b) The pay period shatl be weeM/. 
(c) The associates shall be paid on a I hou'iv pavrnii 
basis effective January 4. 1999 
(d) The Company will issue checks the follnwinu day 
(or company errors to a pavchecktna! exceed tour 
hours of pay. 
Section (3) Contract Printing. Phi-Company will 
be responsible for the printing and dist-ibution of this 
Agreement. The Company's ru/es will -lot he pr ir tcd (it the 
agreement. 
Ml.; 
Section{4) Assoc ia te Address and Phone 
Number. An associate is responsible for notifyirig the 
Human Resources Department of riny change in his address 
or phone number. 
Section (5) Outside Contracting Communication 
The Company will provide the Union advance notice of 
outside contracting except m cases ot an emergency. 
Complete advance communication with skilled trades 
associates has resulted in important projects being 
completed on a competitive basis in terms of c;ualily cost 
and timeliness at the Shelbyville plant. The Union may 
submit prooosals to management involving outside 
contractor projects in an effort to retain work m-house. The 
Company will review such proposal? with regard to quaiily, 
cost, timing, equipment needed and committed manpower 
to complete the project when making it's decision to contract. 
It is understood that the Company retains the right to 
contract or to subcontract any and all work it deems 
necessary for the most economical conduct of its business. 
The Company retains the right to remove any work or |ob or 
any part of, or all of. its operations at any time it mcy select to 
another operation or facility. The Company will provide the 
Union with advance notice of these decisions. 
There are many and varied factors that may influence 
any particular decision lo perform skilled work in the 
Shelbyville plant with Budd personnel or an outside 
contractor. It is not feasible to list genera! criteria 
however, the parties recognize some of the criteria are 
reasons such as the need, among other things, to 
contract work that requires specialized tools and 
equipment and special skills and the necessity to meet 
product ion schedules, model change and 
rearrangement deadlines. In view of the foregoing, the 
Company cannot agree to any limitation or restriction on 
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its right and responsibility to decide whether to p t r fo im 
skilled work in the plant with Budd personnel o- an outside 
contractor. However, it is the Company's policy. <n making 
such decisions, to give proper consideration to the 
operating needs of the business, the officmneies and 
economics involved and all other relevant considerations. 
including the effect of the decisions or. work opportunities 
for its skilled trades employees. 
The Company will provide, except wiiere lime and 
circumstances prevent it, to the maintenance and tooling 
work planning committee the company'-; pian to let a 
particular contract involving maintenance oi tooling work 
A continuation and continuous nnprovrmer-! of '.hese 
communications with the associates anc the Union will 
benefit the Plant. 
A maintenance and tooling work planning ;omn;itiee sholl 
be formed consisting of three memoers of nvinagement 
selected by the plant manager and tw.- skiii-rl i iaors 
associates and a bargaining committee nv.emh -M selected 
by the Local Union President. This committee wul mc-et rfj 
often as necessary, but not less often Idan monthly, 10 
discuss work plans for the Mainten.'irue ,11;: Tc-oiiiK; 
departments, including plans to employ outside :ontrnctoi -~ 
in the plant. 
The discussions of the committee are tnteni led to focus not 
only on the skills of the associates but also ihe suggestions 
and ideas of the associates and the Union as lo how WOIK 
can best be accomplished at the lowesl possible cos: with 
the highest possible quality and on time. 
Should it become necessary to perm;-,nt--nitv outst iura: 
work traditionally performed by bargaining unil issociaies 
the Company will meet with the Union prur to any 
outsourcing action. Additionally, the bargaining cmnmitteo 
will be afforded the opportunity to present °ts pi in to keep 
said work in house. 
!<>> 
Section (6) Education 
The Company intends to continue its policy of making after 
hours in-plant educational opportunities available to 
interested associates consistent wi'h the availability of 
educational resources, associate interest and business 
needs. The Company will continue to make the tuition 
reimbursement plan for management available lo 
associates. The Local Union will be provided a copy of the 
letter explaining the tuition reimbursement plan. The 
grievance procedure set forth in this Agreement shall have 
no application to. or jurisdiction over, any matter relating to 
this program 
Section (7) Clothing 
The Company wiU continue to make adequate provision for 
fout weather apparel and apparel appropriate for extremely 
dirty jobs. Such apparef shall be available as a crip item for 
issue to associates when their job necessitates such 
apparel. 
Section {8) Apprentice 
The Joint Apprenticeship committee and program will 
continue. 
Section (9) Office Space 
The Company will provide the Union with office space 
approximately twice the size of the current office in the plant 
by April 1, 2002, The Company will provide office furniture 
and phone-mail address. The Company will provide a 
computer for hook up to the plant network. The Union will 
comply with the Company policies with respect to the use of 
the computer and software The Union will be responsible 
for long distance phone charges. 
Section (10) Uniforms 
The Company will continue its practice of providing uniforms 
and the associate will continue to pay $3.50 per week, 
Section(11) Vending Machine Revenues 
The committee which recommends disbursements from 
the vending machine revenues to the plant manager shall 
consist of three persons appointed by the union and three 
persons appointed by the company. 
Section (12) Light Duty Work 
Light duly work must be approved by the Company There 
is no automatic right to light duty work. Associates on light 
duty work will be assigned work on their shift unless such 
work is not available. An associate working a lit;ht duty p i ) . 
which is not available on another shift may not be bumped 
by another associate exercising shift preference inder 
Article XIX. 
a) Light duty work is normally provided oniy in >;ases 
of industrial injury/illness. Sucri w;jrk will he 
consistent with the me-dica^ly prescr ibed 
limitations and restrictions. There thall be r-.n 
requirement that light duty work be consistent with 
the current classification o( the associate The 
associate's regular rate of pay shall a jp iy for the 
duration of the light duty assignme it 
b) Industrial injury/illness shall la.\e prfecerience 
over non-mdustrial injury. t .ubjtct to the 
preceding sentence, when two sssoi.iates havn 
the same restriction and only one suitable job is 
available the senior associate shall be assigned 
to the job. All light duty work whether for noo-
industrial injury/illness or otherwise will tie 
evaluated on a case-by-case bafts by the 
Company. 
c) Associates on light duty work wilt rot perform 
work, which results in another associate be<ng 
laid off, unless the injured associate has greater 
seniority, 
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d) Hours worked by associates on fight duty work 
shall be consistent with the medically prescribed 
limitations and restrictions. 
Sect ion (13) Supplemental Unemployment Benefits 
a) During the term of this Agreement the Company 
will provide Automatic Short Workweek Benefits 
and Regular Benefit;.; to eligible Shelbyville plant 
associates. The provisions of the Exhibit "B" of the 
1995 National Production. and Maintenance 
Agreement between His Budd Company and the 
International Union I iAW (3iidd-UAW Plan) shall 
govern eligibility for a'>d -amount of benefits. 
b) The Company m^y ;>• ovu-je these benefits by direct 
payments, rather ?h'in from a Qualified tiusi fund. 
provided such paynrsnl method does-; not reduce 
the associates eug'n'ii'uy for o r amount of State 
Unemployment Benefit. When ms Company 
makes direct payment:; one credit unit shall be 
cancelled for each weekly benefit payment arid the 
financial provisions of Article VI! of Th«Budd-U AW 
Plan shall not apply In addition, benefits shall be 
payable under Article *V Separation Payment of 
The Budd-UAW Plan 
c) In the event the oa/meres from n qualified trust 
fund are required to n laintain eiigibifity for or the tu'i 
amount of state benefit, the Company snal» draft a 
SUB Plan containing applicable provisions of the 
Budd-UAW plan and establish a trust. In the event 
this provision is activated all provisions of tfie 
SudrJ-UAW plan will r-sppiy. 
d) In the event the Company elects to provide 
payments from -•. qualified trust fund, for 
reasons other than that specified in 
subparagraph c). the plan shall be drafted as 
specified in subparagraph c) and all provisions 
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of the BUDD-UAW plan will 3pp!y. Jn !h-3 svens 
this provision is activated the Company will mako 
an initial contribution to the func' -n an amount 
sufficient to establish a Jru-it Fund Position of 
22% as defined in Article V;i ot .:he iv.iricj-ijAW 
plan. 
e} Excerpt from agreement fistea in (a) fc i//ifsi'--tti 
accrual of credit units; 
Ac t i on (14) Accrual of Credi t Units 
a. Credit Units shall be credited at th>.- > ate ot \ ••;; ot, 
Credit Unit (1/4 of a Credit Ui i t iv, (rie L S S ^ O:' » 
Employee hired or rehired on or siier Mar 1. '.-, 
1988 who shall have less han • & •-•MT'ihs c>; 
seniority) for each Workwuek k>i •/•••hi;--. \b, 
Employee: (1) receives 3ny pay lrc»'i tfu: 
Company, (2) does not receive nay from ttv1 
Company but for which he :ecenvus •? i^.-.'^vx: 
Week Benefit, (3) was on ?, m.l-:;y ••• U ,v> •;•' 
absence in accordance with !he c-r>vie.!iMrj .ir t:i;-
Collective Bargaining Agre^rrioni. or (•!> wr.-
absent from work because of occipfiiii '-na; inj-.w 
or disease incurred in thus course iV n.u-.t 
Employee's employment with the :";or;;';,--.i •. m•• 
on account of such absence rec?'veo V'..- \ :-.\-
Compensation while on Comf-s.-iy -auf-. -.•. 
leave of absence. 
b. for the purpose of accruing Cr ;d>f './nits 'in y," if i--.. 
Section: 
1. pay in, lieu of vacation shad br r.onsto:jM'd;-i:. 
pay forthe Workweek ;nwhict i i iso?ir! .-i^cl 
2- back pay shall be consiaerea .--s p;--y !^- any 
Workweek or Workweek- to which a inav l y 
allocable, 
It)1) 
mmmmmmmmmmmmm 
No Employee may have to his credit in the 
aggregate at any one time more than 52 Credit 
Units. 
No Employee shall be credited with any Credit Unit 
prior to the first day as of which he (1) has at least 1 
year of Seniority and (2) either is on Active 
Employment Roll in the Contract Unit (or was on 
such roll within 30 days prior to such first day), or is 
absent from work on (or was absent from work 
within 30 days prior to) such first day solely 
because of occupational injury or disease incurred 
in the course of s uch Employee's employment with 
the Company and on account of such absence is 
receiving Workers' Compensation while on 
Company-approved leave of absence. As of such 
day he shall be credited with Credit Units based 
upon his Workweeks occurring while he is an 
Employee. 
An Employee who has Credit Units as of the last 
day of a Week shall be deemed to have them for all 
of such Week; provided, however, that an 
Employee who has Credit Units during part of a 
Week but forfeits Ihem due to breaking Seniority 
during such Week by reason of death or of 
retirement under the Retirement Plan established 
by agreement between the Company and the 
Union shall be deemed to have Credit Units for all 
of such Week. 
At such time as the amount of any Benefit 
overpayment is repaid to the Fund, except as 
otherwise provided in the Plan, the number of 
Credit Units, if any, theretofore cancelled with 
respect to such overpayment of Benefits shall 
be restored to the Employee except to the 
extent of the number of Guaranteed Annual 
Income Credit Units which have been credited 
to such Employee between the date of such 
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overpayment and the date of such repaymerj t and 
which would not have been credited had the 
Credit Units been restored at the time such 
Guaranteed Annual Income Credit Units were 
credited to him, and except to the extent that such 
restoration would raise the number of his Credit 
Units at the time thereof above 52 and except as 
otherwise provided with respect to Credit Unit 
forfeiture under Section 3 of this Article." 
ARTICLE XXXVI 
Complete Agreement 
The parties acknowledge that, during the negotiations 
which resulted in this Agreement, each had the unlimited 
right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with 
respect to any subject matter not removed by taw from the 
area of collective bargaining, and that all understandings 
and agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise 
of that right and opportunity are fully set forth in writing in 
this Agreement. Therefore, for the life of this Agreement 
each party voluntarily and unqualifiedly waives the right, 
and each agrees that the other shall not be obligated to 
bargain collectivety with respect to any subject or matter 
referred to or covered in this Agreement, or with respect to 
any subject or matter not specifically referred to or covered 
in this Agreement, even though such subject or matter may 
not have been within the knowledge or contemplation of 
either or both of the parties at the time they negotiated or 
signed this Agreement. 
ARTfCLE XXXVII 
Duration 
Section (1) This Agreement shall become effective 
on the 10* day of November 2001, and shall continue 
in full force and effect until midnight the 6th day of 
February 2005. This contract shall continue in effect 
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from year to year unless either party provides the notice of 
intent to modify or terminate as set forth in Section 2. 
Section (2) In order to modify or terminate this 
Agreement, the party seeking such modification or 
termination must give written notice to the other party of its 
intention to seek modification or termination of this 
Agreement at least sixty days and no more than ninety days 
prior to the date on which this Agreement is due to expire. 
Failure to provide such timely notice will convert this * 
Agreement into a year-to-year contract with said sixty day 
notice being required before this Agreement can be modified 
or terminated. Notification concerning reopening the 
Agreement will be made by certified or registered mail, 
Section (3) In the interest of maintaining harmonious 
and peaceful labor relations, at least forty-five days prior to 
the expiration date of this Agreement, the parties will begin 
negotiations for a new agreement. In the event the parties 
are unable to reach agreement before the termination of this 
Agreement, the parties may agree, in writing, to extend this 
Agreement for the purpose of permitting the parties every 
opportunity to reach a new agreement. 
Section (4) In Witness whereof, the parties hereto 
have caused their names to be subscribed by their duly 
authorized officers and representatives the day and year first 
above written in Article I. 
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International Union, United 
Automobile, Aerospace and 
Agricultural Implement 
Workers of America {U AW) 
and its Local No 2383 
By:/s 
Terry Thurman 
Director U.A.W. Region # 3 
BobBreedlove 
International Representative 
Dennis Wcisel 
President 
Dwayne Gilbert 
Vice President. 
Charles Bivens 
Committeeperson 
Mike Carey 
Committeeperson 
The Budd Company 
By:/s 
Dennis L. Dabney 
Corporate Labor 
Relations Manager 
Amy J. Bouque 
HumanResource 
Manager 
Jim Gajdzik 
Manufacturing Manager 
Tom Mancari 
Production Manager 
Brent Wimsatt 
Human Resource Group 
Leader 
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FMLA RULE 
When an associate has a chronic illness that necessitates an 
intermittent FMLA leave from work the Company will review 
the medical documentation to determine if a different and 
longer period can be granted before new medical 
documentation is necessary. This rule is subject to the 
grievance procedure. 
The Company will not require associates to use vacation . 
time to cover FMLA leave time. 
The Budd Company - Excessive Absenteeism Rule 
Effective upon ratification of this agreement associates at a 
3 50% absentee rate as determined by the calculation in this 
rule and after the associate has an occurrence step (1) of this 
rule will be issued. After ratification of this agreement 
associates that reach a 3.50% absentee rate will be issued 
step (1) of this rule at the time the associate reaches the 
3 50% absentee rate. Excessive absenteeism is defined as 
an absentee rate for a rolling 12 month period that exceeds 
3 50% The absentee rate is calculated by adding the total 
number of Work Available Absent, Work Available Sick, and 
one-half (Vi) occurrences divided by the number of total 
hours worked by the associate. No action will be taken 
underthis program until an associate has reached the 3.50% 
absentee rate. Then the following will apply: 
Action 
Verbal Warning & 
copy of this rule 
Written Warning 
Written Warning 
+one week off 
Written Warning 
+ two weeks off 
Written Warning 
+ one month off 
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Occurrence 
Reach 3.50% level 
^occurrence 
2"" occurrence 
3" occurrence 
A" occurrence i 
i 
i 
5" occurrence Discharge incompatible for 
industrial employment 
An occurrence la any one-day absence. Two days absent in 
" a row will be counted as two occurrences. Absence for 
medical reasons with a doctor's note wi)l not be counted as 
an occurrence. Once an associate's absentee rate has 
reached the 3.50% level this excessive absentee rule will 
apply until the associate has completed nine months of 
attendance without an occurrence. However, if an 
associate at step (1) or (2) of this rule completes six (6) 
months of attendance without an occurrence he shall revert 
to the regular absentee policy guidelines unless, he again 
reaches the (3.50%) excessive absentee level. 
RADIO RULE 
Associates will be permitted to bring small inconspicuous 
radios to work and may listen to them while at work. (No 
headphones allowed) Radios may not pose a safety, trip or 
fall hazard or be plugged into electrical or control panels. 
All radios will be turned off and put away during customer or 
corporate tours. The Company may suspend the 
placement, size or volume of a radio. However, the 
associate may place the radio in another approved spot, 
obtain a radio as described above or reduce the volume. 
Any dispute under this rule will be resolved by the 
Bargaining Committee and Human Resources within five 
(5) business days. 
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Mr. Dennis Wcisel 
President, UAW Local 2383 
1000 Old Brunerstown Road 
Shelbyville.KY 40065 
During the 2001 2002 contract negotiations the parties 
agree to the following: 
Hours of work: If required, two 12-hour shifts will operate for 
the weekend crew. The hours for the two shifts are 11:00 pm 
11:30 am and 11:30 am 11:30 pm beginning with the Friday 
night and ending Sunday night. 
Overtime: An associate will receive time and one-half of the 
1.33 rate of pay as defined in Article XXIII Sec. (1), 
subparagraph d (1) of the Collective Bargaining Agreement, 
if they work more than 12 hours on Saturday. The Associate 
will receive double the 1.33 rate of pay if they work more than 
12 hours on Sunday. If an Associate works Monday-Friday, 
they will receive time and one half of the regular in-week pay 
for their classification. If an Associate works a holiday as 
defined in Article XXVIII, they will receive double time plus 
holiday pay at the normal in-week Associate pay rate. 
Rest Periods: There will be three, 10-minute rest periods 
and one unpaid 30-minute lunch period during the shift. 
iV!$pMnsiirance:.\ Accident and Sickness Wage Replacement 
J£*c^;lrisurance and Long-term Disability will be calculated 
l$jf|£;based,on a base pay of 32 hours of pay. All other insurance 
'^SJ&T?is the same as Monday- Friday Associates. 
§pY=;Job Bidding/ShiftPreference: The 17-weekrequirement 
3 ^ f e ; as ^ specified r in Article XVII of the Collective Bargaining 
te^^Agreementwill apply to the weekend crew. During the 
i|g|*:*semi-annua), shift preference an Associate working the 
?^Mg«week»hd,crBW can return to a Monday-Friday schedule fay 
liS^exercising.sentority for t n e s n ' f t preference. 
tp$£Reduct ion or Elimination of the weekend crew: If the 
l ^ l ^weekend crew is reduced or eliminated the Associate can 
|S|&r use.their seniority to return to the area and department they 
"Jj^workejdjprior to joining the weekend crew, provided they 
.£$$?havejthe seniority to hold a position in the area and 
if^f^depa'rtment. If an associate does not have the seniority to 
^f^JreturnltO/their area or department, they will return to the 
^ ^ 4 shift^If the associate does not have the seniority to hold the 
sUl^shift^they will replace the least senior Associate or a 
*-£>^rcontract associate on the shift for which they have seniority. 
J " i t f4 ; ^ n e ' w e e kend crew will be eliminated each year for the 
iS feChr i s tmas Holiday Period. ' 
*^3Kjto- Both parties agree that the weekend crew will be reviewed 
" l i jS fX ra t 'oast every three months. In the event that no weekend 
3;.',^ 'overtime is available for in-week associates in the same 
^^••V'department for four (4) consecutive weekends, the 
m 
MM 
f&;i£. i -weekend crew will be eliminated until such time that 
'-'"%•.'; insufficient volunteers are unavailable for weekend work. 
&*£* .Vacations, PAA, WAPA and WAEPD: One weekend 
i^fdayi iof i .vacat ion or PAA = 2.5 days of vacation or PAA. 
| ^^ 'One-ha l f day of a weekend vacation day or PAA= 10 
.Hi"*-- • 
•S3 
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hours of vacation or PAA. Use of WAPA and WAEPD area as 
specified in Article XXXI Sec (11). 
401 (k) Savings Plan: The Company will match (as defined 
by the Plan) on up to 32 hours of pay. 
Holidays: Associates will be paid 8 hours of the holiday pay 
for each holiday as defined in Article XXVIH. The pay will be 
at the normal in-week rate. When the company can get 
sufficient volunteers for a holiday weekend from the in-week 
teams, the weekend crew associate may choose to take an ' 
unpaid leave for the holiday weekend. 
Jury Duty: If an Associate is required to serve jury duty on 
Saturday or Sunday, they will receive jury duty equal to the 
1.33 of pay for hours missed. 
Funeral Leave: An associate is entitled to Funeral Leave as 
specified in Article XXX, Section (2) of the C8A. If the 
associate is entitled to three (3) days funeral leave the 
following shall apply. If the deatti occurs, where the 
associate misses the weekend and the funeral falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the associate will be paid his 
regular weekend rate of pay (1.33), for time missed. If the 
funeral occurs on Tuesday through Friday, the associate 
may take up to two weekend days off work and receive the 
normal in-week rate of pay (1.0), for the time missed. If the 
associate is entitled to five (5) days funeral leave, the 
associate will be paid forty hours at the normal in-week rate 
of pay (1.0) for time missed. At no time is an associate 
entitled to receive pay for more than two weekend days. An 
associate may request additionally unpaid leave where the 
circumstances of the death require the absence of the 
associate for a period greater than days provided for herein. 
All provisions of Article XXX must be met for the Associate to 
receive payment for Funeral Leave. 
Shift Premium: Associates will receive the 5% shift 
premium for that portion of their shift associated with the B 
and C shift hours in their department on the Monday-Friday 
schedule. 
Lay-off and Recall: Follow provisions as specified in 
Article XVI. 
Military Leave: If an Associate has weekend military 
leave as defined in Article XXVI, Sec (1), they may elect to 
work a minimum of 32 hours during the previous Monday-
Friday atthe normal in-week rate of pay. 
Sincerely Yours, 
Dennis L. Dabney 
Corporate Labor Relations Manager 
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Tool Replacement Policy for Tooling & Maintenance 
Associates 
November 1,2001 
Mr. Dennis Wcisel 
President, UAW Local 2383 
1000 Old Brunerstown Road 
Sheibyville.KY 40066 
Dear Mr. Wcisel: 
The Company will accept and review 
claims for broken or damaged tools that are no longer 
usable. Where it is determined that personal tools were 
broken or damaged on Company premises due to conditions 
beyond the associate's control, such tools will be repaired 
provided there is no evidence of associate negligence, 
abuse or improper usage. The replacement will be made at 
equivalent or higher value to the tool that has been broken or 
damaged. 
Sincerely Yours, 
Dennis L. Dabney 
Corporate Labor Relations Manager 
November 14,2001 
^Mr^Dennis Wcisel 
j'^President; UAW Local 2383 
&|lb00 Old Brunertown Road 
^Sheibyville.KY 40066 
*,1^Dear Mr, Dennis Wcisel: 
^ • ^ • T h i s 
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s a B t t w ^ W " " * * " ' confirm t n e understanding reached 
gdurlng^the negotiations concerning a gainsharing study at 
^t^theShelbyyHle plant. 
' ^ P ^ ' ^ s ^ j h e L o c 3 ' U n i o n 2 3 8 3 a n d t n e Company may 
-#^Bnterjnto.discussions to study whether gainsharing at the 
^ j % ; - facility may be practical and appropriate. Corporate and/or 
I^Jf^Division personnel may participate in the study. The Local - ^JUnionVmay involve representatives of the International ||§pnion.t-.. 
***$!*££^*r,* - -. If the parties jointly recommend the adoption of a 
jJ^Soalnsharing plan, such recommendation will be subject to 
| l |^?review and approval by the Region 3 Director and the Vice 
EfeiBpresident, Human Resources of The Budd Company. 
* ^ ^
V
- • .SincerelyYours, 
>'. Dennis L. Dabney 
; v Corporate Labor Relations Manager 
fa*; •
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Permanent Arbitrator 
November 1,2001 
Mr. Dennis Wcisel 
President, UAW Local 2383 
1000 Old Brunerstown Road 
Shelbyville, KY 40066 
Dear Mr. Wcisel: 
The parties agree upon ratification of this 
agreement to select a permanent arbitrator. The permanent 
arbitrator will also serve as the arbitrator for expedited 
arbitration matters contained in this agreement. The parties 
will solicit panels from the Federal Mediation Conciliation 
Service (FMCS) until an agreement is reached on which 
arbitrator is to be approved. 
Either party may dismiss the arbitrator with a thirty 
(30) day notice then an other arbitrator will be selected. 
In addition this fetter of understanding may be 
cancelled by either party and the parties will return to the 
procedure contained in this agreement, except a permanent 
arbitrator must always be selected for expedited arbitration 
matters. 
All procedural matters in connection with the 
arbitration procedure in this agreement (such as time limits. 
witness pay, etc) shall be observed except for the appeal to 
and selection of an arbitrator provided for in this letter. 
Sincerely Yours, 
Dennis LOabney 
Corporate Labor Relations Manager 
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